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on hand of $1,758,293. During the year
twenty-nin- e new lodges were InstiMAY ASK TAFT D. P. 0, ELKS IS
pected that Secretary Shepard would
present in the form of a resolution.
With E. T. Fairchlld of Kansas,
and Mlsa Grace C. Strarhan of New
I010NS ARE INOIL IIILLES GETS
CHAIRMAN'S
GAVEL
SECRETARY TO PRESIDENT IS
CHOSEN HEAD OF NATIONAL
COMMITTEE
s
J. E. REYNOLDS SECRETARY
MEMBER OF TARIFF BOARD GETS
ANOTHER PLUM FROM OR-
GANIZATION
CAMPAIGN ISJLANNED OUT
HEADQUARTERS WILL' BE OPEN-
EDIN WEST AND MIDDLE
WEST SOON
Washington, July 9. Charles V,
Hilles. President Taft'a secretary, to.
day was chosen for chairman of the
republican national committee. Mr.
Hilles will meet the to
day to arrange for the other officers
The election of Hilles took place at
a downtown hotel at. which the sub-
committee met after a brief confer-
ence with Mr. TafL
Charles B. Warren, national com-
mitteeman from Michigan made the
motion tfl make Mr, Hilles" selection
unanimous. He was appointed a com- -
mlttee of one to notify Mr. Hilles and
bring him into the conference
at once with the to
decide on the other officers of the
national commitee.
James R. Reynolds, now a member
of the tariff board, was later chosen
secretary of the national committee.
Chairman Hilles and the full national
committee will meet July 19 at New
York to appoint a treasurer, .other offi- -
Ctirs, au executive com-nit'.e- an l an
advisory committee.
Otto Bannard of New York; Charles
G. Dawes and David R. Forgan of Chi
cago; John vWanamaker of Philadel
phia; E. F. Swlnney of Kansas City
and John Hays Hammond of Wash
lngton were considered for treasurer.
but no decision was reached. Mr.
Hilles will resign his office as secre
tary to president Saturday. It is
thought unlikely that Mr.. ,Taft will
apolnt a successor bot will turn .the
business of the executive" offices oover
to the two assistant secretaries,
'' Rudolph Forster and Sherman Allen,
Headquarters of the national com
mittee are to be opened in New York
TRYING TO GET
THRONE - FOR
MANUEL
ROYALIST ARMY ATTACKS ' POR-
TUGUESE REPUBLICAN SOL-
DIERS IN CHAVES
TRE REBELSJRE DEFEATED
SOLDIERS OF THE NEW REPUB-
LIC DRIVE THE INVADERS
INTO SPAIN
GUARANTEES ARE SUSPENDED
CHAMBER OF DEPUTIES TAKES
, ACTIOiy TO SUSPEND TREASON
TO GOVERNMENT
Lisbon, July 9. Royalist
rebels today captured Calde-clra- s
de Basto and the Portu-
guese government troops Im-
mediately prepared to bombard
the town. The monarchists,
commanded by Homon Christo,
Penetrated Portugal from Clu
dad Rodrigo, Spain. Accord-
ing to last accounts they were
marching on the frontier fort-
ress of Almeida.
4'
Lisbon, July 9. Royalists who out
numbered republican troops 3 to 1
were defeated by the latter near Cha.
ves today with an uncalculated loss
in killed and wounded on both sides.
The royalists retreated, some of them
crossing the Spanish frontier and ev-
en then continuing to fire on the gov
ernment soldier.
The royalists had played a ruse with
the republican troops, but in the enj
cost them dearly. While being
pursued to Montalegre, in the province
they returned to Cha-
ves and, arriving unsuspected by the
republicans, bombarded the city with
their newly acquired artillery bombs.
The republican troops, later, discov-
ered that the royalists had "doubled"
on their course, hastened back to de-
fend the town.
The attacking rebel force consisted
of two united bands. After a battle
which lasted three hours the royal-
ists retreated slowly and finally
Into the mountains. The re-
publican loss Included two officers.
The news of the victory was re-
ceived with cheers in the chamber of
deputies and a law was passed at
once authorizing the government to
suspend the constitutional guarantees
wherever necessary to extend the state
sige to the district of Villa Real.
Other bills" adopted provide for the
passing of summary judgment on 'per
sons accused of sedition or rebellion
by military tribunals and for pea
sloris to families of soldiers '"dying
for the republic." Many of the in
habitants in the disturbed district dis-
play open sympathy with the royal
ists, but the army and navy remain
loyal. The belief is general that un
less there are deefctions among the
military the monarchist . incursions
cannot be successful.
SHIP IS SAFE. -- :.
San Franciscoj July. 9. The Pacif
mail, steamer City of Panama
Which sent wireless signals for assist
ance when its engines broke down
250 miles southwest of San Pedro
Sunday, was towed into port here ear-
ly today by the steamer Rose City of
San Pedro. The injury to the ma-
chinery was found to be slight and
the City of Panama wlll sail for
Mexican ports and Panama July 15.. '
MANUFACTURERS BUY WOOL
Boston, July 9. Manufacturers
have bought considerable wool in the
Boston market during tha last week,
much of it subject to approval on ar-
rival. The purchases of territorv
wools hsvie been large but a fair
amount of fleece has teen sold. While
there has been no actual advance In
prices, the tendency appears to be
tuted.
Secretary Robinson's report show
that since 1880 the order has dlsburs- -
ed for charitable purpose a total of
$4,273,228, of whlflh $467,698 is cred-
ited to the past yera. New York No.
1, hold first place In this respect
with a disbursement of $9,187.
COPPER DECREASES.
New York, July 9. The statement
of the Copper Producers' association
for June shows a decrease In stocks
on hand of 5,280,839 pounds compared
with the previous month.
June1 production . wa 4,422,596
pounds less than in May, while total
deliveries domestic and foreign were
less by 14,592,343 pounds.
EVERYBODY RAN AWAY.
Aetna, Ind., July 9. Thousands of
lightning bugs caused terror among
workmen employed in the powder
mills here last night following a
thunder storm. The little Insects,
driven from the Kankakee marshes
by the storm, settled down upon e.
tank containing several hundred gal
lons of nitroglycerine. The em.
ployes saw the brilliantly illuminated
bugs near the great tank and imme
diately scattered, running terror
stricken in all dins in the fear that
the lank would explode. It required
nearly an Tiour for the foreman of
the mills to dispel the fears of the
employes and Induce them to return
to work.
HIS WIFE CERTAINLY
DID LOVE SIR. TUFTS
DEVOTED SPOUSE AROSE AT 2 A.
M.TO WRITE HIM ENDEAR-
ING LETTER
Los Angeles, Calif., July 9. Meeting
the opposition more than half Way In
every verbal contest, Gorhara Tufts,
the American and East Indian mystic,
who Is one Irlal on the charge of
having obtained more than $100,000
from his wealthy wife under false pre
tenses, underwent cross examina-
tion In the superior court today. Mra
Tufts, the complaining witness, for
merly was a Mrs. Doe, widow of a
wealthy resident of Fort Worth, Tex-
as. ; --
Tufts met every thrust of his wife's
attorneys with counter-thrust- s of his
own, and feeling' between the oppos-
ing sides became so keen at times
that the court frequently had to re-
sort to admonitons. To every ques-
tion bearing upon his domestic rela-
tions, Tufts replied that he still en-
tertained a high regard for his wiij
and that any money he may have ob-
tained from her to promote several
pretentious commercial and financial
schemes came to him under power of
attorney. He related with apparent de-
light the aleged fact that Mrs. Tufts
rose one morning at 2 o'clock to write
him a letter commending him for his
thoughtfulness and devotion to her.
EXPLOSION KILLS
SIXTY-FIV- E 11IEN
HORRIBLE CATASTROPHE 0(1
CURS IN ENGLISH
COLLIERY.
Conisborough, Eng., July 9. A dou
ble explosion in the Cadeby colliery
in this district today caused the death
of sixty-fiv- e miners. Many others are
missing and officials think the to
tal death roll will reach 80; Among
the victims are three government
mine inspectors. a
Many of the men "met death while
attempting to rescue their comrades,
who were cut of in the galleries by
the first explosion. In their search
second and more terrible explosion
occurred which killed ,most or the
rescuing party.
The two explosions were followed
by three minor explosions, but, de
spite this, party after party of res-
cuers
has
went down the pit to attempt
to succor the comrades only to find
them dead. 500
The deaths were all instantaneous.
Most of the bodies were mangled. An
accumulation of gas which was ignit-
ed
by
by the firing of a shot is believed the
to have been the cause of the disas the
ter. -
TO QUIT THE
RACE
HOUSE MEMBERS ARE CIRCULAT- -
ING A PETITION REQUESTING
, HIS WITHDRAWAL.
THE SCHEME IS UNEARTHED
IT WAS "NOT READY FOR PUBLI
CATION" AND ITS LEAKAGE
MAY HURT PLAN.
A CAMPAIGN DOCUMENT
PROGRESSIVES WILL USE SIGN-
ED PETITIONS TO HELP, DE-
FEAT PRESIDENT.
Washington, July 9. Publicity giv
en to the plana of progressive repub
lican members of the house to cir
culate petitions calling on President
Taft to withdraw as head of the re-
publican national ticket had the ef-
fect today of retarding the develop
ment of If not actually circumvent-
ing the scheme.
Further Inquiry today developed the
fact that what was proclaimed yes-
terday as a general nation-wid- e
movement to circulate petitions
amongst voters had thus far been
confined almost entirely to several
leading progressives of the house.
The reported support of conservative
republicans it was admitted probably
will not be forthcoming. . '
Representative Davis of Minnesota
has been actively advocating the
drafting of petitions to be sent out
through the county tor voters' signa-
tures. He had conference with Sen-
ator Dixon, campaign manager for
Colonel Rn..,!- - ?ltt; snd .it .is .under.
stood the scheme was discussed.
No agreement was reached by the
progressives to take up the petition
plan and It was rumored that lack of
general support was responsible for
the delay. A draft of a petition to be
signed by the members of the house
was shown yesterday to Representa-
tives Davis and Lindbergh of Minne
sota; Jackson, Reese, Murdock and
Young of Kansas; Mont of California;
Warburton of Washington, and sev
eral others. They did nbt agree upon
its terms and thus far none has sign
ed it
Antl-Ta- ft members of the senate,
together with several from the house,
have decided to draw up a statement
criticising the nomination made at
Chicago and setting forth their belief
that President Taft was not legally
nominated. This will be offered to
all progressives for signature to be
used as a campaign statement.
TODAY IN CONGRESS
Washington, July 9. Senate: Con
vened at noon.
benator Fletcher resumed speech
suportlng Senator Lorimer'g election
and was followed by Senator Dilling
ham, continuing his speech for Mr.
Lorimer.
House: Convened at noon.
Began consideration of Clayton con
tempt bill.
FRENCH AVIATOR KILLED
Chalons, Sur Marne, Fran?, July 9.
Rene Bedel, one of the most exper-
ienced airmen and holde;-- f the
Pommery cup for crosscountry filhc.
which he won from Jules Vednu's.
met death today before ih-- j eyes cf
several thousands of French troops
who were assembled on the reviewing
ground at JMourmelon-Le-Gr.vid-Na- r.
Bed!, who had come In his monoplane
from Vlllacoublay, near Paris, to par
ticipate in the maneuvers, arrived
above the camp after a fine filfM.
He was about to descend whsn his
monoplane struck the telegraoh nlres
which, a prevailing haze evidently pre
vented him from seeing. His machine
capsized and Bedel was thrown to the
ground. The motor of his aerojilii.ne
fell on his body and he was crushed.
DESPERATE
STRAITS
AMERICAN CITIZENS IN MEXICO
IN DANGER OF BEING
KILLED.
THEY WILL RESIST REEELS
REFUSING TO GIVE SUPPLIES TO
INSURRECTOS, VIOLENCE
AWAITS THEM.
GIOZCO MAY EE POWERLESS
COMMANDER OF INSURGENTS
WILL PROTECT BESIEGED
FJrtMERS IF HE CAN.
Agua Prieta, Sonora, Mex., July 9.
The determination of Mormon col-
onists at Colonla Morelos and Colo-ni- a
Oaxaca, south of here to resist
the demands of prowling rebel bands,
coupled with the Mormon appeals to
Washington, presented a menacing
situation today.
Most of the Mormons are American
citizens. They have armed them-
selves and they declare they will
fight to protect their property against
rebel devastation. A few of the Mor-
mons are naturalized Mexicans and
great fear has been expressed that
this circumstance might Impel the
rebels to assume they were justified
In attacking) the colonists if they re-
sist demands for supplies.
General Sanjlnes, commander ot
the government forces in this section,
today was at Clen.egas, 20 milea
northwest of Colonla Morelos hut was
said to be unprepared to attack tha
rebels, as his troops, mostly recruits,
have not been mobilized for action.
Or6zco to Protect Foreigners.
Juarez, July 9. Colonel Pascual
Orozco, Sr., in command of the garri-
son here, was In frequent communi-
cation regarding the Mormon situa-
tion early today with his son, General
Pascual Orozco, Jr., who was at En-cinil-las
about 14 miles south of here.
. .General Orozco is reported to have
ordered a continuance of his poller
of earlier days In the revolution that
foreigners should not be molested. It
was stated on good authority that
General Orozco would leave Encinli-la-s
during the day, arriving in Juarea
late in the afternoon for a conference
with his father and Felipe Gutierez,
rebel governor if ihe Ftate tf Chi-
huahua.
A serious phase of the situation,
however, Is the lack of communica-
tion between Casas Grandes and the
insurrecto bands now threatening Co
lonla Morelos and Colonla Oaxaca.
It Is feared that with the rebels near
Colonla Morelos; trouble might be
pioclpitated before orders from the
rebel chief could be delivered.
Senator Smoot Gets Busy
Washington, July 9. Senator Smoot
today called the attention of the state
department to the reported danger if
attack by Mexican rebels on the Mor-
mon colony' and Colonla Diaz. The
United States consul at Chihuahua
has been ordered to make an investi-
gation.
According to advices today William
Adams, a Mormon who was reported
killed by rebels, was really killed by
Mexican civilian with whom he had
quarrelled. The state department will
insist upon prosecution of his mur
dered.
Rebel Officer Wishet to Surrender
Chihuahua, July 9. Fellciano Do--
mlnguez, who bore the rank of lieu-
tenant colonel among Orozco's forces
sent from Santa Isabel to Gen-
eral Huerta, commander of the fed-
eral forces an offer to surrender with
men If given amnesty. General
Huerta has agreed to this request
The state legislature represented
deputies who remained loyal to
government convened today for
purpose of reinstating Abran Gon
WEALTHIEST
oil:r
GREAT FRATERNAL ORGANIZA
TION OWNS PROPERTY VAL-UE-
AT $20,391,832.
IT IS RAPIDLY
TWENTY-NIN- E NEW LODGES
HAVE BEEN INSTITUTED
DURING PAST YEAR.
TO REDUCE REQUIREMENTS
GRAN& EXALTED RULER' RECOM
V
MENDS THAT 3,000 BE RE- -
QUIRED POPULATION.
Portland, Ore., July 9.
Thomas B. Mills, of Superior,
Wis., was elected jtrand ex
alted ruler of 'the Benevo-
lent and Protective Order of
Elks today by acclamation.
Portland, Ore., July 9. The formal
opening of the forty-eight- h grand
lodge of the Benevolent and Protec-
tive Order of Elks took 'place last
nigiht, but today marked the actual
beginning of the work. Following the
usual routine proceedings of the or-
ganization, the order of business
called for the reading of the annual
report of John P. Sullivan, grand ex-
alted ruler; the report of Fred Rob-iso-
grand secretary, and of Edward
Leach, grand treasurer.
Among the principal themes dwelt
upon by Grand Exalted Ruler John H.
Sullival in his annual report deliv-
ered today were the new Elks" nation-
al home, which he strongly urged
should be built at once, and the ritual
modifications under discussion. Ex-
alted Ruler Sullivan is vigorously op-
posed to any changes in the ritual,
as it now stands.
The grand exalted ruler gives a ser-
ious consideration to the new Elks"
national home project in Virginia. He
points out the gravity of the situation
which calls for the construction of an
Institution which cannot be built for
less than $500,000, and for which but
$80,000 is available. Of the proposed
tuberculosis sanitarium the exalted
ruler said:
"It Is my thought that at the pres
ent time the grand lodge, now that it
is erecting a new Elks' national
home, is not In a position to attempt
to construct. a tuberculosis sanitar
ium."
One Important recommendation or
the exalted ruler is that hereafter
the federal census only be used as a
basis for granting dispensations to
new lodges but that the population
required be reduced from five thou
sand to three thousand. He favors,
ihowever, that where a state census
shows a city of five thousand popula
tion, that such city be permitted to
have a charter.
The exalted ruler recommends the
compulsory and fitting observance of
the "eleven o'clock hour'' in all
lodges nightly.
The problem of pensions Is discuss
ed by Mr. Sullivan at length. He re
commends that pensions be granted
widows of past exalted rulers In the
sum of $600 a year. According to the
annual report of Grand Secretary
Fred C. Roblson read to the conven
tlon today, the total valuation of prop
erty owned by the subordinate lodges
at the close of the fiscal year March
31, was $20,391,832.45, which, accord
ing to the report, makes the order the a
wealthiest in America.
The total membership in the order
as shown by Secretary Roblson's
report Is 384,724, a net Increase of
25,065 in the last year. The total
receipts of the grand lodge from all
sources exceeded those of preylous
years in the amount of $97,241. The
total disbursements were $110,204.
The surplus on hand amounted to
$406,333. The total amount received
by subordinate lodges : from all
sources was $7,928,134; amount ex-
pended' $7,839,489, leaving a balance
tork City, as the leading candidates
for president, there was talk of a
"dark horse" candlatf on account of
much gossip regarding book trust in
fluence. This together with the
fight oil Secretary Shepard, waged
principally by Mrs. Ella Flagg Young
of Chicago and Carroll O. Pearse. the
president, caused much caucusing
among the delegate while the set pro-
gram for the day was a matter of
minor interest ,' ' ' '
Fourteen hundred children of Chi-- j
cago elementary schools were to open
the morning session with a grand
chorus and th topic "The American
High School" was to be discussed
from various standpoints by promin-
ent, educators.
Its relations to the schools below
was to be discussed by Walter R.
Slders, superintendent of schools of
Pocatello, Idaho. The mortality of the
early years with some administrative
remedies was to be taken up by Miss
Adelaide Steel Baylor, assistant state
superintendent of public instruction,
Indianapolis; while Arthur D. Call,
school principal of Hartford, Con-
Milton C. Potter, superintendent of
schools, St. Paul; Kate Upton Clark,
Brooklyn, N. Y., and William Hughes
Mearns, School of Pedagogy, Phila
delphia, were to take up other phas-
es of the subject.
At the evening session Edmund J.
James, president of the University of
Illinois; Charles R. Vanhlse, presi-
dent of the University of Wisconsin;
James H. Baker, president of the Uni-
versity of Colorado and William O.
Thompson, president of Ohio State
University will speak on various phas-
es of the subject, "A National Univer-
sity."
Walter R. Sider, superintendent of
schools, Pocatello, Idaho, pointing out
that 1,400,000 pupils would enter high
schools next autumn, declared that
new ideas in teaching would prevail.
Heretofore the basic Idea in all
our schools was that pupils, all being
alike, should be subject to the same
teaching without allowances for dif-
ferences in individual aptitude," said it
Mr. Slders. "This association Is rap-Wl- y
discovering the necessity of
new principle which demands that
each pupil shall be taught with spec-
ial reefrence to his fitness. In otfc.
er words, the schools of our countr!
must be placed where pupils will b
given an opportunity." '
TORRID TEMPERATURES
HILLING HUNDREDS
THE EAST IS SUFFERING FROM
EFFECT8 OF A HEAT
s WAVE. '
New York, July 9. The heat wave
continued today. At noon the offi-
cial
of
temperature was 90, three de-
grees higher than at the same hour
yesterday. There were four deatbs
and a dozen prostrations.
Hot In Boston. I
Boston, July 9. One death and ten
prostrations due to beat were report
ed In Boston up to noon today, the
hottest, of the year. At noon the of-
ficial thermometer registered 97 de-
grees.
Horrible Conditions In Philadelphia.
Phialdelphia, July 9. Heat caused
the death of three persons in this
city today and was indirectly respon
sible for three others committing sui-
cide.
ic
During the last week 61 per-
sons have died from the present tor-
rid wave. t .
MANY. VISITORS AT WINNIPEG.
Winnipeg, Man., july 9. Many vls-Ito-
are arriving In Winnipeg to as
sist in the welcome of the Duke of
Connaught and to attend the opening
of the Canadian Industrial exhibition,
at which his royal highness will offi
ciate tomorrow. The exhibition, which
is to celebrate the centennial anni-
versary of the coming of Lord Sel-
kirk to Canada, promises to be one of
the most successful as well as one of
the largest affairs of its kind ever
held in the dominion. Numerous
large conventions and other gather-
ings are booked for the exposition
period.
the first of next week. The opening
of a middle west quarters at Chicago
and Pacific coast headquarters at
Portland, ' Oregon, was considered and
practically decided upon. Ralph R
Williams former republican national
. committeeman of Oregon, waa prac
tically selected to take charge of the
far western offices.
SCHOOL TEACHERS
THEIR CONVENTION DEVELOPS
INTO A STANDPAT-INSUR-GEN- T
BATTLE
Chicago, July 9. The fight of pro-
gressives and conservatives for con
trol In the National Education asso-
ciation overshadowed the Interest in
educational subjects on the program
for discussion at .the opening of the
second day's work of the organiz-
ation's fiftieth annual contention.
The final test of strength between
the two factions will be scheduled to
come up this afternoon at an adjourned
meeting of the board of directors: It
waa believed that it would then be
decided whether the director will at-
tempt to bar from the annual meet-
ing all but active members of at least
30 days' standing. If the ruling is
made it will be a blow to several
thousand teachers who have been en-- ;
rolled less than thirty days.
The proposal to so limit the voting
power was made by Secretary Irwin
Sopprd several months ago and it
i said many of the directors have
considered it favorable. It was ex zales In the governorship.' , j
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MAN FEARFULLY UEVJ'IUD DESinlDLEBABY NEEDS WATCHINGIN SUMMER TIMESOLDIERS WILL
CAMP ON THE
RANGES
Llrs.n.UOfS RODEfl
of LYflDOIl, i(Y.
Recommends Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound
for Backache, Nervous-- , Spccisiiy Reduced For 10 Bdjs
On account of the prevailing cool weather, sheer wash goods have not had the
demand
we anticipated we now haveioo many now just as the days are . fjettirjfj hot and you
need such goods, we cut the prices to extremely low figures we must reduce our
Slock.
Everything in our WASH GOODS line is included.
7c 25c qualities fcr.
83c 30c qualities for- -
10c 35c qualities for
' 12c 60c qualities for .
13c 65c qualities for- -
&.ao$muxiJ&
IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS
17c
: 20c
.
, 24c
,..40c
: 43c
6 $071
SouthSicfePIajyi
Surplus
, (PS,
SJ ) D. T. MOSKINS. Chkr
Their Little Stomachs Get Out of
Order Easily In Hot
Weather.
Mothers should watch closely the
condition of th children's bowels,
babies especially. Keep the bowels
regular and much of the illness to
which children are most susceptible
In summer can be prevented.
The most prevalent symptoms are
constipation and diarrhoea. When
waste from the stomach congests in
the bowels and makes your little one
feverish and fretful, with a feeling of
heaviness or languor, try "giving it a
spoonful ot Dr. Caldwell't Syrup Pep-
sin at bedtime. By morning this
pleasant, mild laxative will act. gent-
ly, yet positively, and reBtore normal
conditions. This simple, natural rem-
edy is also invaluable in checking
summer diarrhoea By thoroughly
cleansing the bowels, the foreign
matter and poisons that irritate and
inflame the tissues are eliminated.
Don't torture the child with, harsh
cathartic, purgative or astringent
remedies, that upset the whole sys-te-
and at best only relieve tempo-
rarily. Dr. Caldwell't Syrup Pep-
sin, while positive in its effect, acts
gently and without griping or discom-
fort, restoring normal conditions.
In using Syrup Pepsin for children
the mother can feel perfectly safe, as
it contains no opiates or narcotic
iimc helnir a combination of simple
laxative herbs with pepsin. By car
rying ofr the dislodged tissues of mu-cou- s
membrane that Inflame the nas-
al passages it will quickly break the
"summer cold" that is so annoying.
Dr. Caldwell's ' Syrup Pepsin is sold
by druggists for fifty cents a bottle
the larger family size, one dollar. A
free trial bottle, postpaid, can be ob-
tained by writing to Dr. W. B. Cald-
well, 406 Washington street, Monti-cell-
Illinois.
utensils will also be inspected. , The
disbursing officer will give each com-
pany commander detailed instructions
as to the method of preparing pay
rolls.
During camp the following list of
calls will be observed:
Reveille 30 a. m.
Breakfast 6:00 a. m.
First call for Target Practice 8:00
a. m.
Assembly 6:35 a. m.
'Recall 11:30 a. m.
Dinner 12:00 m.
' First Call for Target Practice 8:00
''p. m.
Asembly 2:05 p. m. '
Recall 6:00 p. m.
Supper 6:30 p. m.
Tattoo 9:00 p. m.
Taps 9:30 p. m.
On the last day of camp, recall from
target practice may be sounded at
4:30 p. m., arms and cooking utensils
inspected, and companies then march-
ed to their home rendezvous. During
the coming summer there will be no
encampment of the National Guard ex-
cept the officers' camp of instruction
at Las Vegas, July 15-2- 6 and the en-
campments for target practice.
By command of the governor:
A. S. BROOKES,
Adjutant General.
Official:
A. s! BROOKES,
Adjutant General.
Lisutenant Hunter a Captain
Special Order No. 8 was also Issued
by the adjutant general relieving Cap-ta- n
W. F. Brogan from command of
Company Q at Albuquerque, ordering
him to report to Colonel E. C. Abbott
at Santa Fe in charge of regimental
commissary and promoting Lieuten-
ant Bertram H. Hunter of Albuquer-
que to the rank of captain subject to
examination and assigning him Nln
command of Company G. Upon re-
commendation of Captain Hunter,
Hugh A. Carlisle, first sergeant of
Company O is brevetted second lieu-
tenant subject to examination and as
signed to duty with Company O. He
will report at once to Captain Hunter.
The following resignations were ten
dered and accepted:
Captain Henry P. Bardshar, First In-
fantry commissary; First Lieutenant
C. E. Hauser, medical corps and Fir3t
Lieutenant J. T. Dearborn, First In-
fantry. (
Senod Lieutenant Robert Carson,
ihaving absented himself from the
state without leave for six months is
dismissed from the sedvice.
First Lieutenant Myron G. Brown
is assigned to duty with Company G
Silver City for target practice only.
These orders were mailed to the of-
ficers on the active list yesterday.
EACH COMPANY OF NATIONAL
GIMRD TO PRACTICE "NEAR
HOME
Santa Fe, N. M.. July 9. A. 8.
Brookes, adjutant1 general, yesterday
Issued an order to all company com
manders ot the First Infantry of Na
tional Guardsmen of the state, for a
camp on the company target ranges
between August 15 and September 15
at the discretion of the commanding
officers. The order Is Issued in lieu of
the annual state national encamp
ment order there being no funds avail
able for a state camp this year. The
order Is as follows:
Company, commanders of the First
Infantry are authorized to place their
companies in camp on their home tar
get ranges for not less than two nor
more than three days between the
dates of August 15 and September' 15
for the purpose of conducting the an-
nual target practice.
Officers and enlisted men, except
as noted below, will be paid from
funds alloted the State of New Mexico
under Section 1661, Revised Statutes
as amended.
When less than twenty (20) el
listed men attend the encampment,
neither officers nor enlisted men will
be paid but subsistence will be fur-
nished the enlisted men. When twenty
(20) enlisted men attend the encamp-
ment, the first lieutenant only, or in
ase there Is no first lieutenant with
the company, then the second lieuten-
ant only will be paid. When twenty-fiv- e
(25) enlisted men attend the en-
campment, the lieutenants of the com-
pany will be paid. When thirty (30)
enlisted men attend the encampment,
all of the company officers will be
paid. The captain of the company is
authorized to be present and command
his company regardless of the number
of enlisted men present but will re-
ceive no pay unless at least thirty en-
listed men are present In camp.
Kxcept In case of emergency, no
passes will be granted. No officer or
enlisted man who absents himself from
camp without authority will be paid
for any part of the encampment. The
company will not be paid until the
corapatiy target report haB been sub
mitted to the adjutant general. En
listed men will use shelter tents. Com-
pany officers may use shelter tents or
wall tents. Enlisted men may use
"their individual cooking utensils or
the company commander may make
application to the adjutant general for
a field range. Each company com-
mander is authorized not to exceed
the following amounts:
Subsistence for each enlisted man,
per day, $5.00.
General orders No. 5, current series,
adjutant general's office is bo modi-fle- d
as to permit the mid range and
long range trophies to be fired for
during the encampment.
Markers and scorers will be detailed
from the enlisted men of the com
pany. When more than one officer is
on duty with the company, an officer
will be present in the pita and super-
intend the marking. When only one
officer is on duty with the company,
a sergeant will superintend the mark-
ing. A officer will
be detailed as scorer and under the
supervision of the company command- -
re, will keep an accurate record of
each shot fired. Erasures will be ini
tialed by a company officer. Company
commanders will report to the ad
jutant general before July 15 whether
they desire to hold this encampment
and most convenient date. The dates
of the encampment will be so arrang-
ed as to have the sergeants of the reg-
ular army on duty with the national
guard as instructors .present at as
many of the encampments as pos-
sible.
Target practice will be conducted
as prescribed in "Firing Manual, 1909"
and "General Orders No. 5" current
series, adjutant general's office. Upon
completion of the target practice and
before leaving camp, each company
commander will make a careful in-
spection to see that rifles are thor-
oughly cleaned and oiled. Cooking
advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
explained the value and usefulness of his prod-
uct, put his personality and reputation behind his
because his very business existence is at stake.
his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
making the goods right, but in advertising, which
prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
repeat orders.
is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
advertiser's guarantee of quality.
in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, be-
cause, much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
telling others of their goodness.
Pays to Buy Advertised Goods
BURNED 1
CAPITAL
ERINEO DELCAOO POURS ALCO-
HOL IN LIGHTED PERCOLATOR
WITH DISTRESSING RESULT !
Santa Fe, N. M., July 9. Erineo
Delgado, 35 years of age, employed in
the home of William IU Pope, federal
Judge, 397 Palace avenue, was prob-- ,
ably fatally burned at 10 o'clock Sun--J
day morning, when a can ot alcohol i
with which he was filling a coffee
percolator exploded setting fire to YiU
clothing.
Maddened with the intense pain
and temporarily losing control of
himself, Delgado ran screaming
through the house, thereby fanning
the flames into a roaring conflagra-
tion which cooked his head, face,
shoulders and chest, both his hands
itnd his arrrs.
In attempting to extinguish the
flames and save the nan from oeing
burned to death as he Van, Judge
Pope seized him, thereby severely
burning his hands. Miss Miller, em-
ployed in
' the Pope home, had her
clothing set afire, while trying to aid
Delgado, but the flames were extin-
guished before she was Injured. Del-
gado was treated by Doctors Small,
Murray and Knapp and removed to
St. Vincent's sanitarium where he Is
hovering between life and death. He
has a wife and child.
j (Delgado Sunday morning, was pre-
paring breakfast for Judge and Mrs.
Pope and the Misses Hull, who are
guests' at the Pope home. Judge Pope
and Mrs. Pope had gone to the garage
near the house when tihey heard fran-
tic screams. They entered the resi-
dence to find Delgado madly dashing
from room to room', his clothing a
mass of flames. Judge Pope, Mrs.
Pope, the Misses Hull and the Miller
girl pursued him. They seized Nava-
jo blankets from the floor for the pur-
pose of smothering the flames but so
frantic had Delgado become that they
could not aid him. He ran into the
bath room evidently with the inten-
tion of pouring water upon himself
which would only have aided th
flames. There Judge Pope seized and
held him while the others covered
lhlm with blankets and succeeded fin-
ally in smothering the fire. The un-
fortunate man was a terrible sight
Fully one-thir- d of his body was cook-
ed in a horrible manner, portions of
the flesh adhering to the charred
clothing. Moaning and groaning in
his agony, he was assisted, to a bed
and the physicians summoned. They
gave him emergency treatment and
he was then placed In an automobile
and hurriedly taken to the sanitar-
ium.
As near as could be ,learned, Del-
gado had lighted the percolator to
prepare coffee. He discovered that
the alcohol had given out in the lamp
and started to refill it from a large
can of alcohol without first extin-
guishing the flames. There was a sud-
den flash and the burning Bpirits
were thrown ' all over the room, set-
ting fire to the house and deluging
the man in a wave of flames.
His screams were heard by the
neighbors, several of whom came to
the rescue. The house, fortunately
was not damaged greatly, the fire
being quickly put out.
The terrible accident completely
unnerved the Pope household. Judge
Pope and the Misses Hull did every-
thing in their power to relieve the
sufferings of the injured man and
will spare no expense to save his life.
Irl discussing the case; Dr. Small
said: '
"Fully one-thir- d of Delgado's body
is terribly burned. He is suffering
intensely and his condition is quite
serious. Whether or not he will re-
cover is as yet purely a matter o
conjecture. Three physicians were
summoned and everything that medi-
cal science could do, was promptly
done."
SHARP FIGHT IN ATLANTIC CITY
Atlantic City, N. J., July 9. This
most famous of the world's seaside
resorts has experienced many sensa-
tions in its time, but it is safe to say
(hat nothing has ever aroused its in-- ,
haibtants to such a high pitch ot
as today's municipal ele-
ctionthe first to be held here under
the commission plan of" government.
The commission plan was adopted
about a month ago following the
of alleged political 'corruption
and graft in municipal affairs that
would have put to shame the polt'i-a- l
ringsters in some of the largest cities
of the country. The exposure was
brought about largely by Detective
William J. Burns and his dlctasraph.
When all the! evidence of alleged
ness, Headaches.
,
'
m
Tnrs.H-Vo- Roden t J
Lyndon, Ky. "I have been taking
Lydia E.Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
for headaches, neuralgia pains.backache,
nervousness and a general run down con-
dition of the system, and am entirely re-
lieved of these troubles. I recommend
your remedies to my friends and give
you permission to publish what I write. "
Mrs. H. Von Roden, Lyndon-- , Ky.
When a woman like Mrs. Von Roden
is generous enough to write such a let-t- ar
as the above for publication, she
should at least be given credit for a
sincere desire to help other suffering
women.
If you want special advice write to
Lydia E. Plnkham Medicine Co. (conf-
idential) Lynn, Mass. Tour letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
woman and beld in strict confidence.
graft had been made public the belter
element among the citizens decided
they had had enough of the old order
of things and turned to the commis-
sion plan as the best remedy in sight
On June 11 a primary was helj for
the nomination of ten candidates for
members of the board of commission-
ers, and today's election was held for
the selection of five of the ton. These
five will comprise the board.
When
- the results of the primary
were, tabulated the public was some-
what Jarred to find that Mayor Harry
Bacharach, under whose administra-
tion the grafters are alleged ts have
flourished, received the highest vote
and was entitled to first vlace on the
list ot candidates for commissioners.
Also amor.g the successful ones were
Dr. Jesse B. Thompson, millionaire
banker and hotel man and leader In
the fusion movement a year ago to
oust the '''machine" from office, and
Dr. P. L. Hawkins, a negro physician.
A peculiar feature of the situation
was the 'act that In today's election
the old "machine" which put Mayor
Bacharach. in office last ?all worked
strenuously to . event his 3lei:tlon a3
a commissioner. The resjsu for this
is to bo found in the practical certain-
ty of Dr. Thompson's election to the
board and who, wl'i Mayor Bachar-
ach and ethers running with them on
the ticket, are pledged to sweep the
city hall clean of all the present of-
ficeholders. The new commissioneT3
wili take office on July 16, when the
present system of government will
cease to exist. .
FIGHTS FORVONIGHT
Jimmy Potts vs. "Kid" Scaler, J 5
rounds, at Edmonton, Alta.
Marty Brown vs. Battling Hurley,
6 rounds, at Newark, N. J.
I
BE SURE TO PUT IN YOUR
A BOTTLE OF
Duffy's Pure
Oall Whiskey
THE BEST FOR ALL EMERGENCIES
It is the most efficacious remedy
known for chills, fever, colds, dysentery,
diarrhoea, nausea, sunstroke and all other
I summer ills.
To avoid ill effects from
change of water, take it be-
fore meals and on retiring.
Sold in SEALED BOTTLE? ONLY
by druggists, grocers and dealers, or di-
rect, ft 00 a large bottle. Eo sure you
get DUFFY'S. Write for free medical
booklet ami doctor's advice.
T!!E Mm M.IT freSIET CO.. ROCHFSTER, H. T,
10c qualities for
12jc qualities for
15c qualities for
18c qualities fori 20c qualities for
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He has not only
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however
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.$100,000.00
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In these days of high cost of living,
a medicine that gets a man up out
ot ted and able to work in a few days
is a valuable and welcome remedy.
John Heath, Michigan Bar, Cal., had
kidney and bladder trouble, vat
confined to his bed, unable to turn
without help. "I commenced using
.yCrOs $50,000.00Jjj.it v v . y,vj!; nJiiL '
LAS "VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
Vegas Sowings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
G. Ilaydon
W. Kelly
T. Hoskins '
President --
Vice President
Treasurer
Interest Peid on. Deposis
"Now listen to me" said Judy to Punch,
As they called to a waiter to order their lunch,
"You can take it from me, it's a nice little hunch-P- ost
Toasties with cream is the best in the bunch."
Written by W. L LORD,
605, Demonbreun St., Nashville, Tenn.
One of the 50 Jingles for which the Postum Co.,
Battle Creek. Mich., paid $100000 in May.
in his blood.
"Foley Kidney Pills
entirely cured me and also removed
numerous black specks that were ly
before my eyes." Foley Kid-ney puis are a urlo acid solvitare effective rnr
.1
Foley Kidney Pills and can truly
say I was reloieved at once." His ex-
ample is worth following, o. Q.
Shaefer, Red Cross Drug Store.
'A. M. Nason, farming near Canaan,Me., was badly crippled with sciatic
rheumatism due he rays to uric acid r1JeT&li8- - - O. Shaefer,i ug oiure.
LAt VEGAS DAILV OPTIC. TUESDAY, JULY 9, 1912.
FRUIT ON A DRY FARM $1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOQHNow Flower ArrnncernentoPROFITS FOR THE
RAISERS OF
PESTS
and one can pay as much now for a
net of common red fox furs as would
have been asked for a mink stole 60
years ago whllo a fine mink coat Is
not dear at a cauple o fthousand dol-
lars.
Yet there are certain fox skins that
rate so far beyond the most exquisite
of the sables even today that the fa-
mous sable ranks merely as a beggar-
ly substitute. They are the
silver grays; and one animal is worth
$2,000. ' i
Hundreds of inquiries regarding the
possibilities in the United States of a
great goat industry are now reaching
the department of commerce and la-
bor. These inquiries are the result of
a recent stattment by " the bureau
of statistics of that department that
$2jO,000,T)00 had been sent out of the
country in the laBt decade to pur-
chase goat skins for use In this coun-
try, and that the commercial value of
c rO i -vp v 7
OVERLANDV - r1
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Telephone or call and we have ourjdemonstrator
show yon.
Las Vegas Automobile & Machine Co.
Phone Main 344.
SEE ! This
Set for 5 Goupons from
EMPRESS
KKQULAH RETAIL VALUB. SIO.OO
We pnrrhftMd evrftl er!o1i of this bmntlfnl dlnner-wn- nd 00lam purchase nalli tb tDsmntaotamr to f" as exclusive daslKUtiJ Terr low prloe. We r charging part of the cost to 'ailvertisijir
expense," and only ask Too to pay a porceotai?e of the actual cost of tbe
et. It Is of a beautiful "Cosmos" dolKn and cannot be duplicated Infor less than tit In any retail china store. It la guaranteed by bothauallty and ourst'lves.
There Is a coupon In every sack of LARABEB'8 Flour. Send na Bye
eoupona and t3.w In cash, draft, postal or eipreaa money order, and we wiu
aencl yoa one of these beautiful seta by frefaht. Address coupons ind re-
mittance to The China Department ol the Larabee Flour
Hutchinson, Kansas. Be sure to write your name and adilressi pljlnly.The coupons In LABABKE'S Flour are also (rood for Rottere1
and other valuable premiums Ask for desonpuve circular. m
EMPRESS, you know, Is that "Mighty-Goo- d" GER.
MAN-- LLEO Flour that makes Baking a Delight
ALL GROCERS
' Trvla Sack Ycu'll Like it.
THE SKINS OF FOXES AND OTHER
BEASTS BRING HIGH
PRICES
Washington, July 9. "Freak Indus-
tries" might be en appropriate title
for the means by which many energe-
tic and astute persons are combating
la this age of enlightenment In the
past a man would have ridiculed a
proposition to earn a living by raising
"pesta." "
"Pests is what the animals now be-
ing raised by seekers of the prover-
bial pot of gold are, or rather have
been known as, in the past, but from
the proceeds derived from such an In-
dustry it is possible that within
few years these creatures will have
taken their place in the ranks with
cattle, horses and other live stock
classified as domesticated animals.
The animals referred to are foxes
and goats. It may seem strange, but
from the results obtained by the pio-
neers of this Industry; It Is probable
that others will enter the select circle
and reap the desired harvest of gold.
A nice little business of $10,000 pro-
fit a year that isn't an enterprise
most people would sniff at, Is It?
Well, one man has reached this level,
raising foxes; and there are others
whose devotion to the vermin that's
the way they are classified, no better
than rats lets them live In comfort
on incomes running close to $1,500.
It is only natural that, since neigh-
bors and dealers and various others
have learned of the money to be
made In fox farming, the curious busi-
ness should have a sudden incursion
of capita! and labor, phrase that
sounds bigger than It really amounts
to. The capital may be much or lit-
tle, as you have It to Invest; the la-
bor may be all your own, assisted by
,your wlfe'B In the kitchen. Compar-
ed with the amount and numbers en-
gaged in the business a few years
ago, the additions appear considerable
but considering the market and the
opportunities, there is room for plenty
more. '
Women are responsible for it; their
insistent demand for furs has sudden-
ly raised Sir Reynard to an economic
importance he never had before. And
e prospect is that he won't lose his
prominence for a long time to come.
The Russian government has de-
clared a closed season of several years
for the most expensive fur in the
how high the price of sables rose,
the demand kept right on increasing,
and the sables, naturally, kept on de-
creasing. It was only in the face of
imminent extermination of the whole
tribe of sables that Russia at the last
hour decided to deprive its trappers
of their most-prize- d prey.
,Pox fur is exceptional In its profu
sion, thickness, warmth and natural
beauty. Its one native drawback Is
that,' wet, it is liable to give forth
the vermin odor; its one fashionable
handicap has ibeen that it was alto
gether too cheap. But the rapid dte
appearance of all the finer furs has
signally removed the second objection
octattitemw
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Jefferson Raynolds President
the 500.000,000 goats which these skins
represented would, had they been
grown in the United States, have
one billion dollars. These
suggestions, coupled with the further
fact that goats of the class supplying
the skins in question, could be grown
pon semi-Ari- and
lands in the United States, now prat
tlcally unutilized have added to the in
terest indicated by the Inquiries now
being made.
The statement of the bureau of sta-
tistics as to the number and value of
goat skins now being imported was
coupled with extracts from a state-
ment by United States Consul Canada,
at Vera Cruz, Mexico, originally pub-
lished by the bureau of manufactures,
department of commerce and labor.
In this report Consul Canada1 says:
"Goats are raised in every state- of
the republic of Mexico. The industry
Is largely confined to the central table
lands, though the animals thrive ev-
erywhere, and can be raised at a good
profit over a wider range of territory
than that on which cattle may be
successfully raised.
"The dry plains of Nuevo Leon,
with scant growth of brush, are able
to support large flocks of goats,
though these same plains will not
produce corn, cane or grass unless
water is supplied for irrigation.
The extent of territory which could
be given to the raising of goats with
out In any way interfering with agri
culture is very large. Vera ,Ctuz has
tens of thousands of acres of land so
steep and rugged that it cannot be
farmed profitably, but these rugged
mountain sides furnish ideal feeding
grounds for goats. The value of the
goat depends upon .three things, meat,
tallow, and the skin. The matter of
fresh meat In the farming districts
of the hot country is greatly simpli-
fied by the breeding of goats. In
small. Isolated communities it is ris-
ky to slaughter an ox or cow, as the
flesh is liable to spoil before it is
consumed. The small carcass of a
goat makes it entirely practicable to
kill frequently without risk or loss.'
In the state of Tobasco the inhabi-
tants are never at a losst for fresh
meat on plantations where goats are
raised, and where formerly meat was
almost unknown. The flesh alone
would make it a profitable Industry,
for the carcass of each, animal will
bring from $1 to $1.50. Fats of all
kinds are high priced in all parts of
the country.
Old papers tor sap. Optic office.
The
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Perfection
Toaster
Anyone,' even a
boy or girl, can
make toast on the
E. D. Raynolds Vice President
Stephen B. Devis Vice. President
Method Given to Make It Abso-- (
(
lutely Drouth Proof.
Before Planting Single Tree Two
Years' Moisture le Secured by
Plowing Year Ahead and Keep-
ing Ground Cultivated.
(By E. R. PARSONS.)
Twenty years ago 1 published .
statement tbat trees and crops could
be raised anywhere on suitable soil
between the Rocky mountains and Mis-
souri river, without Irrigation. Every-
body laughed, soma went as far as to
say that such exaggerated statements
only hurt the state, a few took the
hint, others besides myself bad ar-
rived at this truth, and there are now
shade trees and family orchards ail
over the state, tew and far between
It is true, but quite enough for proof
and now after twenty years every
word or this statement is accepted as
fact
Now I make another statement,
which even the Colorado writers and
professors are afraid of, and which
the eastern papers altogether decline
to print or believe, yet which Is capar
ble of proof and Will be generally ac
cepted In another twenty years, and
that Is that any man can plant a dry
orchard according to the following
method and make It absolutely drouth
proof.
This knowledge will do you more
good now than twenty years hence and
I submit It not for the enlightenment
of Mr. W. C. Curtis, Mr. Wallace and
others who affect to see little or no
good In dry farming, but for the bene-
fit of the few who can grasp a truth
In advance of the popular belief and
turn It to their own advantage.
Before planting a single tree we go
to work and secure two years mois-
ture for that tree by plowing a year
ahead of time, keeping the ground cul-
tivated and digging the holes In the
fall to catch snow and moisture all
winter. Now Is the time to get to
work. Plow the ground as . deep as
you can and arrange your lands so as
to bring your dead furrows where the
row of trees Is to be; by doing this
the surface Is dished toward the tree
and if there is any run off It drains
towards their roots. These dead fur-
rows are also of great advantage as
snow catchers.
Now a piece of land prepared in
this manner will accumulate during
an ordinary season from three to four
feet of moist earth from the surface
down, and in the holes after a wet
winter even five or six feet
Now "to dry ail this molstureout in
a cultivated area without cropping
would take two years or more without
a drop of rain, so that when a young
tree is planted two or three feet deep
In all this moisture it is as 1 contend
absolutely drouth proof, for In the
past thirty years the longest drouth
has been only a few months' duration,
drying out no more than the top six
or eight inches, which is of no value
whatever to the tree anyway.
Then we go to work and Impound
every year fen times as much mois-
ture as the tree needs, as follows:
A young apple tree Just planted
uses up a few' hundred , pounds of
moisture every year, but we give
these trees an area of 40 feet square,
plums and cherries, 20, small fruits
10. 'Now if you figure out the pre-
cipitation on an area of 50 feet square,
1,600 square feet, you will find that it
amounts to about 60 tons per annum.
Now an apple tree from IS to 20 years
of age will use up only from 30 to 40
tons per annum, and can live. If
necessary, on half of that, so that it is
easy to understand that while the tree
is growing upttbe orchard is gaining
an enormous amount of moisture for
future use and even when the tree is
full grown you will have several tons
to the good each year, which you hold
by cultivation in your subsoil, and
even if your trees Bbould need more
moisture yet .when they get, say SO
or 40 years old, they can be thinned
out to 80 feet apart which would give
each tree about 240 tons per annum,
so that there is no need whatever-t-
take any chances. You make the
moisture question In the orchard as
exact a scl.ence as building a bridge or
a battleship. In fact, if I knew a man
would follow these Instructions im-
plicitly, I would pay' him a thousand
dollars for every tree lost by drouth.
We keep every weed out of the or-
chard and cultivate from ten to twelve
times during the season with a home-
made cultivator about ten feet wide,
which cultivates about twenty .Acres
a day. - f
Every year from the start the sur-
plus moisture sinks deeper and deep-
er into the subsoil. -
I have followed it down foot by foot,
year by year, until now It reaches a
depth of nearly twenty feet. The ap-
ple trees that are forty feet apart
stand in a cube of moist earth 40 feet
square by twenty feet deep,' contain-
ing between 200 and 300 tons of wa-
ter; we make our estimates by taking
samples all through the aforesaid
cube, weighing them, then drying
them out thoroughly, then weighing
again. This gives us the exact amount
of moisture in each sample and by
running an average, we get an appro-proxima- te
estimate of what eacn cube
contains.
By comparing with other cubes on
which no trees are set, we are able to
tell almost exactly what each tree is
using up, and by comparing with the
precipitation can compute the loss by
run off or evaporation.
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BUILDING fitiD LOAN MEN MEET.
Atlantic City, N. J., July 9. The
United States League of Local Build-
ing and Loan Associations began its
twentieth annual convention here to-
day with an attendance of delegates
representing about 6,500 associations
with a membership of nearly three
millions and total assets of almost
$1,000,000,000. Governor Wooddow
Wilson came to the city to welcome
the delegates to the state. ' Mayor
Bacharach also delivered a cordial
greeting and Acting President
6. Hennessy of New York responded
for the delegates. At the afternoon
Besslon addresses on matters relating
to the protection and promotion of
building association interests were de-
livered by Julius Stern of Chicago,
Charles F. Benjamin of Washington,
D. C, Edward B. Ellis of New Or-
leans, William C. Sheppard of Grand
Rapids and J. G. Butterfield of Jer-
sey City. The convention will con-
clude its business tomorrow.
CONVENTION OF DISTRIBUTORS.
Indianapolis, Ind., July 9. The an-
nual convention of the National 'Ex-
clusive Distributors' Association, con-
sisting of house-to-hous- e distributors
of advertising matter, began In 'this
city today and will continue In ses-
sion until Friday. The officers In
charge of the convention are Presi-
dent Earl R. Jacobs of Galefebur?,
111., Vice President J. H. Reise of
Wheeling, W. Va., and SeJretary-Treasur- er
R. S. Florea of Indf anapo--
lis.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
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distinction and are among the "exclu
sive" novelties. One who is clever with
water colors and brush should be able
to take the plain white or , yellow
daisy, outline the petals with a
thread-lik- e line of black, and place
these ordinary daughters of the field
among the distinguished and exclusive
visitors. They are very fine on lin
gerie hats and on all the big midsum-
mer straws.
One thing must be borne In mind in
using flowers or any other trimming
this season In all hats the shape's
the thing. Outlines must not be ob-
literated or lost Bight of. Decorations
must not interfere with lines, but eith
er call attention to them, accentuate
them, or modestly keep out of their
way. For this reason, we see small,
flat bows, little wings, diminutive
fancy-feathe- posed' as If trying to
find the most inconspicuous position
for themselves. On long, sweeping
aigrettes and feathers, as well as flow-
ers, placed so as to continue and pro
long the line of the curving brim edge.
Either this poise, or the straight and
rigid "stick-up,- " which appears to be
trying to take up as small space as
possible, with leaves and blossoms
completely drawn together and only
broadening out at the. top when the
outline of the crown has been passed,
are stylish.
Millinery is gay with flowers. On
those street hats without flowers
bright colors are provided, in facings
and brim coverings of silk, or in
bands and ornaments of lace over
bright foundations. Primrose and viv-
id greens, cerise and gold are the fa
vored colors.
JULIA BOTTOM LEY.
For Small Girl
hII I 111
A smart little dress of cream serge
a shown here: It has an empire bod-c- e
trimmed with three tucks each
lide; buttons and braided loops trim
:he inner tuck; the yoke is braldod
ind edged with a narrow silk frill;
iace fills up .the space at neck.
The skirt is entirely plaited; a thick
iilk cord hides the Joining of bodice
:o skirt.
'Materials required: Three yards
serge 46 inches wide, one dozen but-
tons, one-ha- lf dozen yards braid, three-fourth- s
yard cord.
New Bags and Purses.
Red hand bags and purses are ex-
pected' to be extremely popular this
spring and the shops show many va-
rieties, both in shape and material. A
very popular shape Is an unusually
flat envelope with two long leather
straps. The bag Is not large and Is
almost square. It Is of long grain
morocco In the brightest red. A flat
envelope strap bag has a metal rim.
For more sober taste there are charm-
ing brown suede or seal bags and en-
velopes. A very flat dull seal hag
with what Is called a gate frame, a
contrivance which keeps the bag much
flatter, mounted in gilt, Is $5. Black
suede bags and envelopes are ex-
tremely fashionable for women who
wear black at all. Long, flat bagi of
this sort are mounted In silver or til.
ver gilt
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
ytj LOWERS are used in Buch profu-1- 4
slon and in so great a variety of
Jl , ways, on all sorts of shapes, that
they can hardly be unfashlonably
placed. But certain new arrange-
ments are popular and very effective
on the shapes for which they are
First of all, those stiff, up-
standing and compact branchings,
known by the matter-of-fac- t name of
"stick-up,-" hold first place as good
sellers. They are used as a finishing
touch with or without other flower
trimming. Often a crown 1b entirely
covered, with blossoms, clambering
over it In the most natural manner,
following its outlines exactly, but such
a crown is Invariably finished with a
"stick-up,-" such as those shown in the
picture here, or with one made of rib-
bon or feathers.
Roses, as always, lead all other
flowers In demand. The sweet pea
follows closely, the lilac and the violet
have a great vogue, and large daisies
promise much prominence for midsum-
mer. But It is to be remembered that
all the flowers that grow (and some
that don't) are to be found among the
displays which make the millinery
shops places of gay and Inspiring
beauty.
Large picture hats for midsummer
show the water Illy, with single, life-
like blossoms, set at intervals about
the base of the crown or on the brim.
The daisy in white, yellow and
sometimes in black, is set flat to brlma
and crowns, either single blossoms or
in groups of two or three. Big single
daisies having each petal outlined with
a 'hair line in black make a captivating-trim-
ming on wide brimmed hats
for midsummer, for they possess much
COLORED FLOWERS OF SILK
Ml Designs and Colors of These Mil-
linery Adornment Seem to
Have Found Favor.
On girdles and at the fastening of
fichus and bodice drapery the silk
flower is almost ubiquitous. Large
roses, wound around hard cotton-padde- d
centers, are made very suc-
cessfully now. Others have their pet
als cut out and bound with narrow
satin ribbon.
The double petal is sewed on the
wrong side, turned and stitched again
on the edge of the right and gathered
In at the base. Five or six of these
make a lovely flower, clustered around
a center of yellow stamens, bought at
the millinery counter.
There are flowers that are made of
round petals and some of pointed and
oval petals. Pond lilies are enjoying
great favor; camellias and gardenias
are next; the rose Is always in high
popularity.
On hats, a 6ingle handmade flower ol
large size will grace millinery. Clus-
ters of them will he used on lace and
linen caps for babies, and the little
straw bonnets for tiny tots will he
Just as highly favored as ever.
What is prettier than a lingerie hat
with a colored flower of Bilk?
Not for the Bird Lover.
Many of the feather fashions of this
season will' be bitterly opposed by the
bird lovers, and there are happily
many women who have the courage of
their convictions and who will ignore
the decrees of Mme. la Mode and
frankly show their preference for the
graceful floral aigrettes now being
made.
Flowers are suggested as a substi-
tute for feathers that have been pro-
cured by cruelty, but It may not be
out of place to point out to the gentle
dames who wish to protect bird life
that it is at least equally their duty to
see that in the modes they are ready
to adopt they are not simply encour-
aging the sweatshop evil. Silken roses
and velvet pansies may entail as great
hardships as the aigrette or the
Untrlmmed Hats.
Paris has set its seal of approval 00
the untrlmmed hat This noved fashion
Is illustrated o hats of small size or of
picture dimensions, the only attempt at
trimming being a narrow line of velvet
which covers the Joint between brim
and crown. In hats of picture style,
carried out in velvet or pluBh, the no
trimming Idea is very charming, the
draped material, especially the plush,
being sufficient trimming in itself.
White Monogram.
The newest handkerchiefs are very
small and of some vivid color, says
the New York Herald. But the mono-
gram is always embroidered In white.
Capital. $100,000 Surplus, and UndivIdbd Profits !$35, 000
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac-
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
In the District Court,
County 'of San Miguel
State of New Mexico.
Charles Ilfeld Company
,
. v Plaintiff,
. : vs. No. 7420.
Benton S. Jackson,
Defendant.
The said defendant, Benton S. Jack-
son, Is hereby notified that a suit In
assumpsit and by attachment has been
commenced against him In the Dis-
trict Court .for the County of San Ml- -'
guel, State of New Mexico, hy said
Charles Ilfeld Company, wherein the
plaintiff seeks to recover he sum of
Two Hundred and Seventy and 0
($270.83) Dollars and Twenty-seve- n
($27.00) Dollars .attorney's fee, for
and on account of the balance due on
a certain promissory note made and
delivered hy defendant to plaintiff,
dated January 1st, 1907, payable Jan-
uary 1st, 1908; that nnless you enter
or cause to he entered your appear-
ance In said suit on or before the
10th day of September, A. D. 1912,
Judgment by default therein will be
rendered against you. That plaintiff's
attorney's name Is Louis C. Ilfeld,
whose office and postofflce address is
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
(Seal) LORENZO DELGADO.
County Clerk.
For soreness of the muscles, wheth-
er Induced by violent exercise or y,
there Is nothing better than
Chamberlain's Liniment. This lini-
ment also relieves rheumatic rains.
For sale by all dealers.
They will not bum the toast, and they
will not burn their fingers either, if
they use the New Perfection Toaster.
For toast Or roast) there is no other stove thatI is as quick and as handy asFor DOil Or broil tie New Perfection OaGwk--
For fry or bake J 8tove- -
Every dealer ras the New Perfection Oil
Cook-stov- e. Hand-
somely finished in nickel, with cabinet top, drop shelves, towel racks, etc.
Long chimneys, enameled turquoise-blu- e. Made with I, 2 and 3
bUmFree-
-
Cook-Boo- k with every stove. Cook-Boo- k also given to
anyone sending 5 cents to covet mailing cost
CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne, Butte,
Boise, Salt Lake City
.1.
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will not publish bis campaign ex-
penses. He may publish some kindGijc SaUrj (Dptic
ESTABLISHED 1879.
"BEARDLESS" YOUTHS
NEEDED A SHAVE
GOODFELLOWSUIP
AT MASONIC
1CIIITA IS BIG
MARKET FOR
Just off the ranre. Their tlothos bore
the the dust of the Arizona desert and
with their sandy fares they bad the
appearance of tough customers. Prob-
ably fortunate for them that they did
not meet Marshal Ben Cole or one
of his handymen or they might bave
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MONEY
.
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UNFAITHFUL REFORMKHS
SON OF TOBACCO KING AND COL-- .
LEGE CHUMS HAVE AGREED
NOT TO CUT WHISKERS.
En route from Los Angeles, Calif.,
to Princeton, N. J., where they will
enter school next fall, Woodward W.
Duke, son of the late millionaire man-
ufacture of Duke's Mixture, and four
college chums, Mervln W. Oaynor,
F. W. Harvey, I. P. Bliss and L.' O.
Bert, passed through Las Vegas this
morning. In a big Lozier touring car.
The party of Callfornlans are anxious
to make Trinidad tonight and thsy
stopped here only for gasoline. The
tourists have been bitting the trail at
a lively pace, and consequently Dave
experienced considerable tire trouble.
Mr. Duke- - and his friends bad Intend
ed to spend last night here, but had
two bad blowouts thirty, mile south
of Las Vegas and were imaMq to
make it into the city. , ,.
Little trouble l as been experienced
with bad roads, though bet r-i- t Lo
Angeles and Las Vegas they wo-e.o-
ten tire casings, which . fact Is, due
more to bard iluving tha.-- i la roit'i
roads. The tourists have broken sev-
eral road records,' having succeeded
in cutting down the record, between
Magdalena and Socorro twenty min-
utes, making the twenty-fiv- e miles In
less than forty-fiv- e minutes. ' '
The autolsts were delayed four
days In Phoenix, and a week at Mag
dalena, the result of tire trouble, but
left Las Vegas at a clip this morn-
ing that indicated that they would
make up the loss between here and
Trinidad. - '
Mr, Duke and his chums,' bore tba
appearance of having gone around the
world without visiting a barber shop,
and when one of them entered the
garage this morning, he was mistak-
en for the original "Sagebrush Pete."
r mm mm mm mmmmnim WmThe real test of a reformer oughtto be bis fidelity to his reforms. Ifeuca. a test were applied to either
Bryaa or Roosevelt, the result would
, be disastrous. Bryan originated the
scheme of instructed state delega-
tions to national party conventions.
On many a Chautauqua platform the
Kebrasltan hea soared to fervid ora-
torical belghts on this issue claiming
that only by binding state delegations
- ;"' a"-1'- .
Every visitor in Las Vegas o call
upon us. Bring your friends. Our store
is one of the snow places of Vegas. ,
bf-e- landed in the cooler on the
charge of vagrancy. Mr. Duke explain-
ed their appearance by stating that
they made a wager not to shave until
their arrival in Denver, which also
explains why they were In such a hur-
ry to arrive In the Colorado City.
NORTH DAKOTA MERCHANT8
Dickinson, N. D., July 9. The
North Dakota Retail Merchants' asso-
ciation began Its fourteenth annual
convention here today with a large
and representative attendance. To-
day's sessions were occupied with the
work of organization and other rou-
tine business. At the subsequent ses-
sions, which will continue over tomor-
row and Thursday, adresses will be
delivered by" Thomas Cooper, vice
president of the Northern Pacific road ;
John W. Lux of St. Paul, president of
the National association of Retail
Merchants; Governor John Burke of
North Dakota, and John J. Ryan, sec-
retary of the Minnesota Retail Mer-;bant-
association.'
TO ROW FOR TITLE
Toronto, Ont., July 9. Followers ot
aquatic sports are looking forward
with keen Interest to the match race
to be rowed on Toronto Bay tomor-
row by William Haines of Boston
and Eddie Durnan, the noted Toronto
oarsman- - The race IS considered the
most notable event of Its kind that
has taken place hereabouts in some
years. The contest will be over a
three-mil- e course and will be for the
championship of America and a side
bet of $1,000. Haines and Durnan
have been training faithfully since the
articles were signed and both appear
to be in the best of physical condl-- ,
tion for the race.
I"" f
TAUPERT
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ANY LADIES' HAT IN
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OF QUAL IT Y"
of explanatory statement to appease
public demand, but Roosevelt does
not dare tell the people why Wall
Street, represented by Perkins, has
supplied him with the sinews of war.
IOWA TO BE PROGRESSIVE
Des Moines, , Ia July 9. Progres
sive republicans will control the re
publican 'state convention which will
meet In this city tomorrow. As prac
tically the entire state ticket was
named in the spring primaries the
week of Jhe convention will be con-
fined to the nomination of candidates
for supreme court, Judges. The "pro-
gressive" sentiment, however, will
habe an opportunity to manifest It-
self in, the make-u- p of the platform
which will pe .adopted by the conven-
tion. , ,
MOVING BUFFALO HERD.
Folsom, .N, M., , , July 9. Jasper
Youngblpod camped (nnd reBted today
on the premises of John P. Odell, six
miles .east of, Folsom, with a herd of
83 buffalo, which he is moving from
the Buffalo park on the ranch of W.
B. Slaughter to Harrison's park In
the San, Luis , valley, Colorado. The
herd originally belonged to Slaughter
but has been recently sold to Harrl
son. Hundreds of people from Fol-so-
went out. today to see the ant
mala. This gives the herders much
trouble as they are very shy and it
Is. very dangerous to approach them
on foot. Mr! Youngblood will resume
the trail early in the. morning and
rjsh them through to San Luis Valley
as rapidly as conditions will permit,
Although rain is needed crops are
doing well and developing rapidly. If
the usual rainfall pomes In July tbere
wijl be Immense crops of wheat, corn,
oats, barley, millet, sorghum, ..Kafir,
potatoes and garden vegetables rais-
ed. The weather is ideal and rain is
Indicated.'
FOURTH PARTY HAY
ORIGINATE HERE
VOTERS SAY THEY WILL . TAKE
ACTION IP PRICE OF BEER
IS NOT PUT DOWN.
Woe and likewise whoa! It's high
time to call a halt, and view with pro
found alarm.)
In celebration of the Flynn-Johnso- n
festivities the . local dispensers - of
beer, suds, or Call It what you like,1
raised the price of that famous and
thirst quenching brew to ten cents a
glass. Moreover, they didn't increase
the size of the glass one bit. It was
a straight raise' of 100 per cent in the
price of the .German's delight, the
Irishman's joy, the Scotchman's hot
day drink when Robert Burns high-
balls were too heating, the English-
man's pleasure dontyeknow,, and the
American's old standby.
Nobody kicked a bit. Everybody
gave up his little ten cent piece and
assured visitors that it was a super-
ior brand being handed out just be-
cause of the big fight and men of dis-
criminating, taste were expected in
town. , :, ,,,., '.
But, By , Cricke,tts! .,. The Fourth. Is
a thing of the past, Jim Flynn is like-
wise a hasbeen and the price of beer
still is ten, cents.
Can you beat it? Yes, you can beat
it out of the bar If you ;do not ' feen
like paying the current, price.
It is reported that the crop of toads
in TImbuctoo was short this year.
This caused a scarcity of hops' and
consequently the price of beer has
rlzz.
But this explanation can't go far.
Thinking men, say they will not ac
cept It. They do not mind seeing the
luxuries of life, such as meat and po-
tatoes affected by the high price of
living, but when necessities, such as
beer and tobacco, begin going up, It's
outrageous, so there.
, There are plenty of men who eav
it was notbad to pay five cents for
the privilege of 'steering across lthe
bar a schooner loaded with two cents
worth ot beer in the hold and three
cents worth of foam on the top deck,
but when, it ponies to depriving one
self of ten Lincoln pennies for the
same sort of a craft it's too much;
that is to say, it's too much money,
not too, much beer.
Those who like beer in warm
weather declare1 they will organize a
fourth party whose platform will be
"Five Cent Beer in Las Vegas." They
think such an Organization would win
a sweeping victory at the polls. It
certainly was unfair of ,the dealers
to raise the price" of that amber
thirst arrester after the two old par-
ties had framed their platforms. Un-
less a
.
new party Is formed the com
mon cits will not get a chance at
the dispensers for four years. .
As was said before: Woe and like
wise Whoa! ' .
HECTIM r.
ILLlintl
FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY CERE
MONIES LAST NIGHT ENJOYED
BY MEMBERS OF CRAFT
With the most impressive celebra
tion in the history of the Masonic
order in Las Vegas the members of
Chapman Lodge No. 2 A. F. and A. M.
last evening commemorated the fif-
tieth anniversary of the organization
of the lodge. Never before has the
commodious Masonic hall, been filled
with as large aand enthusiastic a crowd
of Masons, and this event will go On
reaord as one of the most memorable
In the annals of the lodge..Over ,150
members of the order were present,
among whom were several prominent
Masons from lodges In all parts of the
new state.
Several eloquent and extremely In
teresting adresses were made, by
prominent members
" of Chapman
lodge. The history of Masonry in the
Meadow City was reviewed by Her
bert W. Clark. Dr. F. T. B. Fest made
an address on "Masonry Abroad." Wil
liam O. Haydon, who was scheduled
tn sneak, was not in the city, but his'
place on the program was well filled
iiir rr TTrank H. H. Roberts, who
spoke on "Masonry and Citizenship."
A number ot valuable pictures were
presented to the lodge Jast evening.
An enlarged photograph of William
Jennings Bryan, a gift of the silver-tongue- d
orator, was presented by Dr.
E. B. Shaw. William (Springer,
through Robert L. M. Ross, presented
the lodge with pictures of the three
buildings occupied by Chapman lodge
during the 50 years of the existence
of Masonry in Las Vegas, and George
H. Klnkel gave to the lodge a picture
of Mllnor Rudulph, the first petition-
er. A handsome engraving of Kit
Carson, a gift from W. M. Lewis, for-
merly of Las Vegas, wan presented to
the Masons, by C. W. G. Ward.
The gathering of last night served
as a grand reunion. All Masons who
found it possible, were in attendance,
and good fellowship reigned supreme.
The) meeting which lasted several
hours, was brought to a happy con-
clusion with delicious refreshments.
This afternoon the visiting Masons
were the guests of Chapman lodge
on a trip to El Porvenlr made in
eight automobiles, and this evening
the big celebration will be brought to
a conclusion with a banqeut to be
served in the dining room of the Cas-taned-
hotel.
.
,v
A. B. McMillan, Dr. James H.
Wroth, district deputy grand master;
Secretary Keene of the grand lodge.
and P. Hanley, were among the arriv
als from Albuquerque this afternoon
and will be speakers at the banquet
tonight. Judge Wiliam H. Pope
came In this afternoon from his home
in Santa Fe and will be a guest at
the affair this evening. Supreme
Justice and Mrs. R. H. Hanna and E.
R. Paulv arrived yesterday from the
Capital City to attend the celebration.
Dr. and Mrs. A. E. Northwood and
M. Paltenghe of Wagon Mound will
come in this evening to attend the
banquet. .
POLICE CHIEFS IN SESSION.
Toronto, Ont, July 9. The annual
convention of the International Asso
ciation of Chiefs of Police met in this
city today and was called to order by
Major' Richard Sylvester of Washing-
ton, the president of the organization.
The attendance included the heads of
the police departments of more than
200 metropolitan cities of the United
States and Canada, The association
will be in session five days. Among
the important matters to be "brought
forward is that of the proposed es
tablishment of an international bu
reau of police, which will act as a
clearing house for the police depart-
ments throughout the United States
and Canada and with the
departments In other countries.
IMPROVE IRON MOUNTAIN ROAD,
St Louis, Mo., July 9. Extensive
Improvements in the Iron Mountain
system are foreshadowed by the ac
tion of the stockholders at their spe-
cial meeting today in ratifying, the
proposal of the directors to mortgage
the St. Louis-Iro- n Mountain and
Southern road to secure an Issue of
$200,000,000 ot refunding bonds. Of
the proceeds of the issue about one-ba- it
is to be used in caring for out-
standing indebtedness of the Bystem,
and a large part of the remainder
will be employe in Improvements In
extensions. A part of the improve-
ment fund, it Is said, will go toward
double-trackin- g the line from Texar-kan- a
to St. Louis, a distance of near-
ly 50 miles.
HEN FRUIT SHIPPED FROM THAT
CITY, PLACED IN ROW, WOULD
SPAN THE CONTINENT.
Wichita, Kan., July 9. Wichita's
prominence as an egg market is prob
ably apprecated by only a small perl
cent of the city's population. Few'
persons know that in one Wichita
cold storage house there are more
eggs than there are in Kansas City,
Kansas, and Kansas City, Mo., com-
bined. If the eggs In that one house
were placed end to end, they would
form a string of hen fruit more than
700 miles long, long .enough to form
an egg-lin- e to Chicago and about half
way back to Wichita. All, the eggs in
Wichita placed on a line would reach
to salt water. r ;
That the importance of Wichita as
a market for eggs Is appreciated by
merchants in this territory, Is shown
by the fact that more than 60 per
cent of the merchants and farmers
who have notified the department of
poultry husbandry of ; the Kansas
State Agricultural college of their in-
tentions to attend the egg candling
schools to be held under the direc
tion of Prof. Wm. A. Lipplncott, ex
pect to come to Wichita. The first
Bchool will be .held In Wichita, July
15 to 19. Schools will be held later
In July at Salina, Manhattan and At
chison, Kansas.
"The time was, and not very long
ago, when anything in a shell passed
for an egg, good, bad, or Indifferent,
and was purchased at a flat price.
Times are changing, however, and the
good egg is coming into its own."
Such was the statement made by
Prof. Lipplncott explaining the pur-
poses of the egg candling schools. It
Is estimated by well Informed dealers
that Kansas farmers lose annually
several million dollars through care-
less methods of handling the pro-
ducts of their barn yards. During the
past few years the creameries of the
country havo succeeded In educating
dairymen to handle cream so as to
place their product on the market in
good condition. It is the purpose of
the department of poultry husbandry
to accomplish the same results for
egg dealers.
"In bot weather I have received 25
oases of eggs and there were no",
enough good eggs In the lot to pay
the freight on the consignment," said
D. P. Woods, manager of the Wichita
Ice and Cold Storage company. "It
is largely the fault of the farmer In
not picking up the eggs promptly and
getting them to market. The eggs are
kept several days by the farmer, the
small dealer then waits for several
cases to accumulate before sending
them to the candled. Another cause
of the bad quality of the product Is
the placing of eggs on the market
that have been in Incubators."
In addition to Wichita firms the
following outside firms will partici-
pate in the Wichita school: A. S,
Kinemonth & Co., ;W infield; Cres-
cent Produce Co., Newton; McLaugh
lin Mercantile Co., Great Bend; Bor-
ing' & Kim, Clinton, Okla. These
firms will send their candlers here to
Instruct the farmers and small deal-
ers, and they will also entertain many
of their customers while here. The
eggs used in the school will be fur-
nished by the Wichita Ice and Cold
Storage company. Outside dealers
will also furnish "current receipts"
for the same purpose.
CHICAGO TO INVITE DUKE.
Chicago, 111., July 9. A delegation
representing the Chicago Association
of Commerce left today for Winnipeg
to investigate opportunities for the
extension of trade with western Can-
ada and incidentally to Invite the
Duke of Connaught, governor general
of Canada, to pay a visit to Chicago.
His royal highness is scheduled to ar
rive In Winnipeg at the same time as
the Ghicagoans.: It is hoped that the
duke may find it possible to visit
Chicago some time during the pres
ent summer.
' SPANISH WAR VETERANS
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., July 9.
Profusely decorated in the national
colors, Sault Ste. Marie today er.cend
ed a hearty welcome to the many vis-
itors who arrived for the annual en
campment of the Michigan department
of Spanish War Veterans. Tomorrow
morning there will' be a parade, fol
lowed by a business session of the de
partment at which adresses are to be
made by Governor Osborn and Major
Cloman, the commandant at Fort
Brady. The business sessions will
conclude Thursday with the election
of officers.
ACCUMULATION . OF TIPS EN- -
ABLES THEM TO GROW
' RICH
New York. July 9. A waiter at
Savarin's, known to most of the stea-
dy patrons as Jean, ia supposed to be
worth some $60,000. The consensus
of opinion as to the source of bis
riches appears to be somewhat as
follows:
"He was serving a party of broker
at luncheon one : day and overheard
some plans about a certain stock that
was to be hammered. He got the
captain to excuse him from duty for
the balance of the day oa the plea of
sickness, slipped into bis street
clothes, drew $2,500 that he had sav-
ed from bis tips, and "went short"
on the stock that he had heard was to
be pounded. It was an unimportant
stock, and he bad heard a certain
figure mentioned as the signal for the
"let up."
The day following be remained
away from bis work and watched his
investment Upon the afternoon of
tht second day, just before the closing
of the stock exchange he closed the
deal and took hia profit ' It amounted
to a little over $18,000.
He invested this sum la gilt-edge- d
securities which were quickly conver-
tible and bided his time,- - The follow-
ing year he overheard' a conversation.
It was the year of the big slump in
Brooklyn Rapid Transit He got off
for the balance of the day, and with-
in an hour he raised $10,000 on the
strength of his securities. He placed
this sum with a broker whom he
served daily, told his story and left
the rest to the broker.
Within a week he cleaned up $50,-00-
The broker made a fortune out
of the affair, and waa partly respon-
sible for the failure of a carefully laid
financial trap.
At Delmonico's uptown establish-
ment ig a waiter who rejoices In the
name of Philippe. He is the owner
of an apartment house on Twenty-sixt- h
street During his off hours he
looks after the repairs and improve-
ments of his property and thereby
hangs a tale. y. .
A woman and her husband, steady
customers of Delmonlco and well
known to Philippe, were combing-th-
Twenties in search of a steam heated
apartment. They finally found one
that almost suited. If a parquetry
flooring were laid in the front room
of the apartment It would Just suit for
a library.
The janitor referred her to the rent-
ing, agent', but the latter bad no au-
thority to make the improvement, and
referred her in turn to the owner.
She was advised to call upon the own
er between certain hours. In due- -
time she called upon the owner, and
to her astonishment he proved to' be
none other' than her favorite waiter
from Delmonico's. She got her fancy
flooring and signed the lease, and
now Philippe has exchange a liberal
tiper for a profltabletenant.
One of the wealthiest' bf the down
town menials' 1b one "August" a wait-
er at Savarln'Bk He is the owner of
an extensive vineyard at Montvale, N.
J. He is rated as being worth some
$80,000. That he is also something
of a politician as well as a waiter
is indicated by the fact that the ma
yor of Montvale, during a temporary
absence some time ago, appointed
August to act in his stead during the
term of his absence. It Is' stated that
August, during his hours of relaxa-
tion, la amusing himself with the
breeding of fancy poultry and is ex
perimenting with the culture of cer-
tain French vines In an effort to im-
prove the quality of thefcwinethat he
produces. , ,
MUSICAL ELEPHANTS
"Yankee Robinson's . Musical s,
which have been playing the
big vaudeville Ihojuses" during the past
winter, are making a tremendous hit.
The elephants are of more than ordi-
nary size, in fact, the largest per-
forming elephants in the country, and
they go through their dally "routine
amazingly.
In addition to the herd which the
circus carries, It has on exhibition the
greatest beast that ever. walked the
face of the earth Kongo, a. mightr
elephant from India Imported to
this country for a tour with the cir-
cus this season.
Dysentery Is always senous ana of-
ten a dangerous disease, but It can be
cured. Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy has cured It
even when malignant and epidemic.
For sale by all dealers
ROBERT J.
Maker of Uncomrron Jewlery.
to Tote for a specified candidate can
the "people's will be truly ex
pressed. Yet Bryan himself was the
first delegate to the Baltimore con-
vention to bolt his instructions. In
deed be signified his purpose to bolt
long before be went to Baltimore, for
be announced formally that he would
not vote for Judson Harmon even if
instructed to do so. Under lnstruc
tlons from the Nebraska democracy
be went to Baltimore pledged to vote
for Champ Clark. But In the con
vention he got behind the "Wilson
THIS WEEK AT
BACHARAC
boom and engineered it to success,
thereby ignoring his instructions and
putting his own prejudices above the
wishes of the Nebraska democracy.
In the same manner is Theodore
Roosevelt violating his Wn an-
nounced policies. Declaring himself
unalterably opposed to bosses, Roose-
velt chose some of the most notorious
bosses In the country to aid him.
Boss Flinn of Pennsylvania was one
of his most trusted henchmen. But
there is even a more severe indict-
ment standing against the third-ter-
i candidate. He has loudly preactred
I publicity of campaign contributions
j and has Insisted that other caudi-- !
dates make public their lists of con--l
'tributors and the amounts given,
both before and after elections. To-
day Roosevelt Is called upon by such
.."progressives" as Senator La Follette
; and Senator Cummins to make public
;' the source of the millions that have
been spent In his interest in the cam-- u
paign for a third term.
It will be remembered that Roose
ENTIRE STOCK
-
ALL SUITS WHITE LINGERIE
of Women's Dress AND DRESSES Dresses Worth Up
.:' To$12AllNewSkirts at , AT s
. ' Styles & Materials
1-
-4 OFF 1- -4 OFF $5.69
ANY LADIES' SHIRT
WAIST HERE AT
1-
-4 OFF
velt's astute managers made a cheap
. bid for popularity some time ago by
asking for small donations from the
"common people." Nobody was
fooled by this sort of thing." If the
"common people" did contribute any-thin- g
it was not a drop In the bucket
compared with the vast sum raised
by the Roosevelt campaign commit-
tee. George W. Perkins of the steel
trust and harvester trust, an asso-
ciate and former partner of J. Pler-pon- t
Morgan, financed the Roosevelt
campaign up to and during the Cht- -
caeo convention. La Follette has de
manded to know what Interest Per
1dns and Wall Street bad in Roose
velt's campaign. La Follette de-
mands for the second time that
Roosevelt publish the source of his
campaign expenses or else make a
"candid statement of his reasons for
thus .spurning one oi mc umk jmiu- -
!plesof public morality and political
dncenev." 'But Colonel Roosevelt
$3.50 & $4.00 OXFORDS
A broken assortment of sizes. Some extra
good values in these. Your choice at
: 1 C2GQ
THE STORE
E.LasVecas. n.m:
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PERSONALS CLOUTERS GIVEN
ENCOURAGEMENT
10 WORK
FLYNN TOLD JOHNSTON THAT HE
VOULO USE FOOL TACTICS
Puebloan Declared He Would Not Be Humbled by a Negro and
Would Get Himself Disqualified, If Necessary, to Prevent
Such a Predicament Though He Knows He Was Outclassed
and Never Had a Chance He and His Managers and a Few
"Experts" Keep Declaring That He Would Have Won Had
the Battle Been Allowed to Progress.
ART NEEDLE WORK k ART DRY GOODS
SPECIAL SALE ON ABOVE LINES FOR THIS
ENTIRE WEEK
Every Lady and Miss In Greater Las Vegas Should Make Their
Selections Early.
I fit I Includes a larKe variety of Pillow Tops, Center- - QKnLUl 1 pieces, Hand Bags, and Towels at UUU
1.1 Q A variety of 60c, 75c, and 85c Centerpieces, Li-- If).LUl b brary' Scarps, Linen Bags and Pillow Tops ....... 4llu
In Q Ttl1 lnoluie8 Hand Bags, Bureau Scarfs and' rr.LUl U Shirtwaists ... DOC
1 Here you will find Child's Linen Dresses, Runners Off,.LGI 4 Large Centerpieces OuC
This SALE is for SPOT CASH and YOU are invited to attend
same.
5-- 10 a 25 CENT STORE
NO NECESSITY
FOR REDUCTION
Always inquire of us be-
fore buying elsewhere as
our prices remain the low-
est for the highest class of
ready-to-we- ar goods, Dry
Goods, Shoes and Clothing.
Hoffman & GrauHarth
(The Popular Priced Store)
Phone Mam 104.
to resist the attractions of Stockholm.
The Rev. de Courcy Laffan, a former
leading athlete In England, thinks
"Curley further avert that Captain
Fornoff of the mounted police had
no business In the ring and that out-eld- e
Interference, if attempted,
should have come only from the sher-
iff as he was the man with the au-
thority. But Fornoff jumped Into the
arena and before anybody knew what
had happened, the fight was over and
a decision rendered.
'"Flynn was beating Johnson and
would have stopped him in a few
rounds more but" for that interfer-
ence,' said Curley. Tt was a shame
to rob him of a championship that
way. The best experts at the ring-
side agree with me in this. W. W.
Naughton frankly says that he thinks
Flynn had a great chance to win had
the fight gone on.
"
'Johnson unquestionably was fad-
ing and fading fast. Flynn can beat
him in another fight with a fair deal,
but I am willing to let Jim fight It
out with Al Palzer, the winner to get
Johnson. Flynn can beat any white
man in the game and I have some
money that says so."
"'How much money did you make
on the fight, Jack?" was asked.
" 'Not enough to force me to get a
A. S. Lujan of this city was a vis-
itor In Santa, Fe yesterday.
"Kid" Moore left last night on a
short busluess trip to Denver.
Dr. W. E. Kaser was in Santa t'e
Sunday and yesterday on business.
Mike Nolan loft last night for Roc--,
ky Ford where' he will spend several
days on business.
Miss Kuby Moore, daughter of J.
E. Moore, left this afternoon for Hat-on- ,
where ahe will visit friends.
George E. liaydon, Santa Fe aud-
itor, was in Las Vegas today from his
headquarters in Kansas City on busi-
ness. ,
Mrs. J. van; liouten, accompanied
by, her mother; Mrs. Chris Wlegand,
left this afternoon for her home in
Raton. :
George A. Fleming, of the Invest-
ment and Agency Corporation, left
last evening on a short trip to Albu
querque.
M. " A. ' Van Houten, who has been
a visitor In Las Vegas for several
days, returned to his home In Shoe
maker this afternoon.
Mrs. M. J. Simmons of Galesburg,
111., sister of ' Mrs. W. P. Southard,
and Iher three sons, Is In Las Vegas
visiting at , the Southeard home.
Mr. and, Mrs. Ramon Romero, who
have been In Las Vegas several days
visiting friends and relatives, left last
night for their home in Estancia.
R. J. Crichton, of Santa Fe came
in last evening from the Capital City
to attend the celebration of the fif
tieth anniversary of Chapman lodge
No. 2 A. F. and A. M.
Walter B;f Hoke left this afternoon
for, the ' Valley ranch on the lower
Pecos where he will spend two weeks
fishing. He was accompanied to the
ranch by E, G. Murphey.
' Judge William rf. Pope, a promi-
nent Mason of Santa Fe, came in this
afternoon to attend the banquet to-
night in celebration of the fiftieth an-
niversary of Chapman, Lodge. t
Mathias Eckhart, " cashier of the
Alvardo hotel, ... came in last night
from Albuquerque, and will be In Las
Vegas several weeks, employed be-
hind the desk, of the Casteneda hotel.
A." A. 'Jones,' V. K. Jones, J. Dona-van- ,
a hydraulic engineer of Denver,
and W, T. Mack of Denver came In
last evening from a trip to the Beck
grant They made the trip by auto-
mobile, E. Fowler of the Whalen gar-
age driving.
C. A. Johnson, a Santa Fe official
with headquarters in Trinidad, was
in Las Vegas today on business.
ames A. Dick, a wholesale grocer
of El Paso, was in Las Vegas today
on business. Mr. Dick formerly was
a resident of Las Vegas.
Miss Mary Daum and Miss Louise
Daum, accompanied by their niece.
Miss Elizabeth Padgett, will leave to
night on train No. 9 for Los Angeles,
Calif., where they will spend a week,
later
. continuing on to Ocean Park,
where they will visit the remainder
of the summer.
A. A. ; Keen, who formerly was a
resident of tas Vegas, came In this
afternoon from his home In Albu-
querque to attend the Masonic ban-
quet at the Casteneda hotel tonight.
Mr. Keen, Is secretary of the grand
lodge. Ha was accompanied to Las
Vegas by Dr; James H. Wroth, dis-
trict deputy grand master, and Ai B.
McMillan." '.
All the harping of two 6r three fis-
tic 'experts" to the effect that Flynn
would have won the battle of July
4 had the police not stopped it is
amusing to those who witnessed the
fiasco of a fight put up by Flynn, who
did nothing more than go at Johnson
like an enraged bull, making no at-
tempt to defend himself and allowing
the colored champion' to blngihim on
the beak with. his stiff' uppercuts
whenever he felt like it "Johnson un-
doubtedly held Flynn; but he never
held him and hit him at the same
time. Johnson had to choose one of
three alternatives:' obliterate Flynn
on the first rush, ) allow Flynn
to obliterate him, or stall him off ty
locking his arms in the Clinches into
which the Fireman continually ruth-ed-.
'
He chose the latter course, occa-
sionally snooting out a couple of t Ight
or left uppercuts, everyone cf which
cut Flynn's face or mashed his al-
ready wrecked nose. ' Emry time
Johnson struck Flynn he had the let-
ter's head rocking. Tet he never once
followed np a lead. Had , he get la
the fast work everybody knows ie is
capable of he could have put Tiyt.n
Into slumberland In a Htly'. Ttiat
Johnson put off finishing the fight
earlier in order to give the fans a
little show for their money, was the
concensus of opinion at the ringside.
Surely an expert baseball reporter
who saw a game called at the end of
the fifth with one club 20 pns in the
lead would have difficulty )n proving
to the public that the, leading club
was "tiring, did not bavg its old stam-
ina and undoubtedly would have won
had the umpire not stopped the con-
test," Johnson undoubtedly was hun-
dreds of points in advance' of Flynn
and had showed superior skill, ac-
cording to; Referee Smith.
The morning of July 4 Flynn toid
Claude Johnston, fistic reporter for
the Kansas City Star, that he would
kick bite, scratch, and do, everything
possible to be disqualified sho-i'- i he
see that his chances ' for winning
were faint. The Puebloan carried out
that program to the letter.
Here is Johnston's statement writ-
ten on the morning of tine fight:
"If Jim Flynn loses to Jack John
son this afternoon It probably will he
through disqualification. Flynn told
the writer this morning that he would
never take the full count and If the
going got too rough he was liable to
bite or kick rather than suffer humil-
iation at the hands of a negro."
Though he gave out a statement
here before leaving for Chicago to the
effect that Johnson fought a good bat
tle and deserved to win, Jack Curley
turned about by one of the gusts of
the Windy City, is now traveling over
another path. He yesterday had him-
self interviewed in Chicago" as ; fol-
lows:
"
'
"":'
"Jack Curley, promoter of the John--
son-Flyn-n battle at Las Vegas, re
turned to Chicago last evening with
his wife, prepared tq remain until he
gets something good in the line of
another battle for Flynn.
"Curley does not hesitate to
'
say
that Flynn was robbed of the world's
championship by the police captain
who Jumped' Into the ring and stop-
ped the battle, merely for the. pur-
pose of getting Into the limelight and
showing some authority.
LAS VEGAS MERCHANTS WILL
PRESENT MANY PRIZES FOR
HEAVY HITTING
Shirts, neckties, hose, fruits, candy
and many other attractive premiums
have been offered by the merchants
of East Las Vegas, for extra base hits
made by the Las Vegas Maroons dur-
ing the) two garnet series with the Daw-
son club. The Maroons have been
knocking the cover off of the ball
this season, and lit the average games
extra base hits have been numerous,
Judging from past records the stocks
of the donating merchants will be ma
terially diminished during these two
games. Last season several of the
clothing dealers made similar offers
In various series, and It Is true that
"Chief" Lockhart, Carl Ellis, and some
of the other are still
wearing hose and neckties won on ex-
tra base hits last summer.
The Hub Clothing house has offered
a shirt for a home run, & necktie for
a three base hit, and a pair of hose
for a two base hit. Bacharach Broth
era will present the man credited with
a home run, a shirt and the three base
hitter, a tie. The Sanitary barber
shop has offered to donate $1 worth
of work for all home runs, and Charles
Greenclay, will present all home run
hitters with a box of cigars. The
Cafe de Luxe will give a $5 meal ticket
for each home run. J. H. Stearns and
John York, two enterprising grocers,
have offered watermelons for three
base hits. A, home ran will win a
Princeton cap from .Joe Talchert, and
a five pound box of candy from Pot
ters'. Duncan and Browne, managers
of the Browne and Photoplay theaters,
have offered 10 tickets for all three
baggers and five tickets for two base
hits. M. Greenberger of the Boston
Clothing house will present the Ma
roon having the best batting average
for the series with two pairs of silk
hose.
The home run hitters will have sev
en valuable ipremluma coming to them,
the three base hitters, five premiums,
and those taking but one extra base
will win two premiums. ,
In the Amarillo-La- s Vegas series,
the Maroons made 13 hits for extra
bases; one home run, five three base
hits and seven two base hits.
PLAGUE IN CUBA.
Washington, July 9. No new cases
of Bubonic plague were reported to-
day from Cuba or Porto Rico to the
public health and marine hospital
service. Three steerage passengers
who had come from the plague zone
in Havana were taken off the steam-
er Chalmette today at the New Or-
leans quarantine station.
They will be detained until there
Is absolute assurance ' that they are
not Infected. All on board the ves-
sel were well and she was permitted
to proceed to New Orleans.
Surgeon Stoner, chief medical of-
ficer at Ellis Island, telegraphed here
that the work of destroying rats
along the New .York water front was
well under way. Similar word came
from Galveston, Texas, and other
ports. :
9TiAh- -
ki
Reason
Battle Creek. Mich.
MRS. ll'FARLANE
TO BE HERE
AGAIN
GIFTED DENVER WOMAN TO LEC-
TURE AT THE NORMAL
UNIVERSITY.
Mrs. Ida Kruse McFarlane of the
University of Denver, will be in Las
Vegas for a wek, beginning July 18,
and will give a series of lectures In
the (hall of the New Mexico Normal
University. " Mrs. McFarlane lectured
during the summer school at the
Normal University last year. She Is
remembered as a lecturer of ability,
and the announcement that she will
again appear in Las Vegas is wel
comed by the people of the Meadow
City. .
"London" will be the subject of her
first talk. On Friday, July 19, Ehe
will speak on "Paris." Shakespeare's
"Othello" will be !her topic on the
third day, and on Monday "Anthony
and Cleopatra," will be dealt with,
The works of TolBtoi, the great Rus-
sian writer, will be the subject of
Mrs. McFarlane's lecture on Tues
day, July 23, and her concluding lec-
ture will be on Dostevskl's "Crime
and Punishment."' '
All lextures, except the one of Sat
urday afternoon, the time for which
has not yet been named, will begin
at 4:15 o'clock. The general public
is cordially Invited to attend any or
all of the series. The course contains
subjects that will be of great Inter
est and benefit to travelers, readers,
and in fact, to all cultured public.
During the week that Mrs. McFar
lane will be in Las Vegas Dr. Frank
II. H. Roberts, president of the Nor
mal University, will lecture before
the students of the summer school of
the Denver University.
AMERICANS LEADING
IN ALL THE EVENTS
UNCLE SAM'S BOYS ARE DOING
v
THEMSELVES, PROUD IN THE
,
OLYMPIC GAMES
Stockholm, July 9. The United
States led by five1 points in all the
events contested at the Olympic games
including swimming, athletics, shoot
ing and all other kinds of sport up
to this morning, according to the list
compiled by the officials here. The
score, reads:
United States 59; Swedefa 54;
Great Britain 36; France 17; South
Africa 11; Germany 11; Denmark 10;
Finland 8; Norway 7; Italy 5; Hu-
ngary; Russia 3; Austria 3; Greece
3; Holland 1; Australia 1.
The United States cannot Increase
her lead today because in the only
events which concluded were the Jave-
lin throwing, in which all three places
were won by the Finnish team, and
the relay race, In which the Ameri-
cans were dlsqualilfed In the prelim-
inaries.
Yesterday's decision disqualifying
the United States relay team in the
400 meter race caused considerable
grumbling. Some of the American
officials and spectators assert that
both the Sweden and British runners
in that race committed the same font
but that the Americans alone were
selected for punishment.
The officials of the British predict
that this meeting will cause a revolu-
tion In British athletic methods. Brit-
ish followers of the Olympic games
declare that the team lacks discipline
and that some of the men including
the university athletes, have broken
their training, as they wero unable
private car to bring It home in," was
the answer.
Those of us who rode out to
Flynn's camp on the Sunday before
the battle remember hearing him say
something like this:
"Ladles and gentlemen: Should I
be so unfortunate as to lose my bat-
tle wltn' Jack Johnson on July 4, you
will never hear any boiler from me,
etc., etc., etc., etc.",
Did he holler?
N. J. Gorham, casnier bank oi
Woodville, Woodville, Ga, had a very
severe attack of kidney trouble and
the pains in his kidneys and back
were terrible. "I got a bottle of Fol-
ey Kidney Pills from our druggist
and they entirely relieved me. I have
more benefit from them than any oth-
er medicine." O. Schaefwv Red
Cross Drug Store.
HE DOESNT KNOW.
Washington, July 9. "When we got
through it was not worth while," re-
plied Thomas Taggart, chairman of
the democratic.1 national committee
in 1904, when asked today by the sen-
ate campaign expenditure committee
if he ever figured np the receipts and
expenditures of his committee during
the Parker campaign. -
"The court will take judicial no-
tice of. that," retorted Chairman
Clapp.
Mr. Taggart swore that while the
treasurer's books came Into his pos-
session Just before the Denver con-
vention in 1908, he burned them and
"other dead matter" before turning
over organization records to Norman
E. Mack, the new chairman, in 1908.
Mr. Taggart was unable to remem-
ber much about contributions. From
hearsay he expected a belief that Aug-
ust Belmont, Thomas F. Ryan and
Cord Meyer, all of New York, had
contributed.
"There probably were three among
thousands, I just do not remember
the others," said Mr. Taggart
"How much did you contribute?"
"I cannot recall definitely."
"Well, approximately?"
"I suppose I would be safe In say
ing $1,000."
GROCERIES
the English sould send their trainers
to study American methods.
England's four speedy dashmen cap-
tured the 400 meter relay race. In the
semi-final- s of which they 'were beat-
en yesterday by the American run
ners who were later disqualified.
Sweden was second and the German
teams was disqualified.
Finland, in the javelin throw with
either hand, took all three places.
The trial heats of the 1,500 meters
flat race furnished "nothing extremely
surprising except the double victory
of the Swedes In the fifth heat. There
were seven heats and the two leaders
In each are to run In the final tomor-
row when a great race is expected
which none of today's performances
makes the Americans fear unless It Is
that of A. N. S. Jackson of Oxford
University, a pale grey hound style
of youth, whose running was easy
and confident
The Americans displayed better
Judgmsnt In this race than in some
of the preceding events. John Paul
Jones, Oscar F. Hedland and Walter
McClure were content to take second
places rather than strain themselves
by hard races for first places.
Three Swedes, E. BJorn, E. Wide
and J. Sander, may prove formidable
opponents tomorow. After the first
heat in the 1,500 meter event, A.
Hare, of Great Britain declared that
Molvin W. gheppard had spiked him,
pushing him on to the grass while
rounding the last turn. Hare was anxi-
ous to make a protest but the man-
agers of the English team declined
The English and Americans appeared
anxious to avoiding clashes and are
attempting to heal the breach that
occured in 1908.
The fuorth day of the athletic sec
tion of the Olmplo games began in
dull weather and with rain in pros
pect. Several thousand enthusiasts
asembled for the principal event of
the morning which was the decision
of the first three trial heats of the
5,000 meter flat race.
Americans were well represented
on the spectators' benches in the sta
dium and had the satisfaction of see
ing two of their men run away with
two first places. Wrestling proceed
ed simultaneously with the running,
but slow headway was made with
that part of the program. The list
of competitors runs Into the hundreds
and in some quarters it is said that
the bouts will not be finished until it
Is time to begin again at the Olympic
games to be held in Berlin in 1916.
Summaries: 400 meters relay, fin
al, England first; Sweden second;
Germany disqualified. Javelin throw
ing, either hand: Finland first, sec
ond and third.
Bicycle race round Lake Malar, 200
miles, held Jury 7, result: Swedish,
team, first; British, second; Ameri
can, third.
Individual prizes: Lewis, South
Africa, first; Grutt, England, second;
Carl Schutte, Kansas City, represent
ing St. Louis Cycling club, third.
Ueport of Condition of
PLflZH TRUSI UD SB IU
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
At close of business June 29th. , 1912
ASSETS
BI119 Recievable $160,615.17
Furniture and textures .. 4,7x6.70
Stocks Securities Etc 13.7SO.OO
Cash and Stunt Exchange :. 38.445.3t
U217,597.1
LIABILITIES
Capital Stock' .. 15.000.00
Surplus . 1.000.00
Undivided Profits ... 3.13S96
Deport . 188,403.83
E9 -j- si7K;.m
I hereby certify that the above statement Is
correct
H ALLETT RA YNOLDS.
, Cashier
Subscribed and sworn to before me thi8
9th day of July 191
. CiKAUK WHHK.
Notary Public.
My Commission expires March 15. 1814.
Old papers for sale. Optic office.
Cafe De Luxe
REGULAR DINNER
25 cents
REGULAR BREAKFAST
20 and 30 cents
Under New Management J
sTv TN t g..a..s. .gve
ALL GOOD FELLOWS GOTO
HAYWOOD'S
BUFFET
OFFICIAL DISPENSER OF
OLD RIPY WHISKEY
CCOES GOLDEN BEER ON
.
AIl Brands of Bottled Beer
and Bonded Whiskies
Family Trade Solicited
Phone Vegas 133 for
Wines, Liquors or Beer
Delivered Free.
jt -
515 DOUGLAS AVE.
Come and Try Your Luck
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE.
New York, July 9. From an Irreg
ular or heavy opening today's stock
market gradually recovered until Its
level at midday was up to or better
than yesterday's final Quotations
Trading was perfunctory, however
Amalgamated Copper again was an
element of weakness but later regain
ed its loss. Dealings in Steel were
larger than the combined sales of
three other leaders. Bonds were
steady.
The market broadened at noon with
smart gains in a number of special-
ties while Steel rose a point and Am-
algamated was selling at a material
fractional advance.
The rise of Consolidated Gas found
explanation in the declaration of an
extra dividend by' one of its subsi-darie-
The Copper statement was
favorable In that it disclosed a re-
duced production and a shrinkage oi
supplies but this was not realized by
a large falling off of deliveries. Am-
algamated went higher on publication
of the retort.
The market closed heavy. Prices
Mi nff Bhurnlv In the last hour on the
rise of call money and publication of
which showed a fall-
ing
the crop report,
off In the combined winter and
spring wheat conditions from a month
ago.
"he closing sales were as follows:81Au dgamated Copper 128An srican Beet Sugar
109At. ilson
3r.at Northern 136J
ir 'York Central 115
Northern Pacific, ex. div 119
Reading 163
Southern Pacific ..- - 109
tnlon Pacific lfif
United States Steel 68
rnit-- States Steel, pfd. 112
Does Your Breakfast
Make Yovi Comfortable
Ut for the morning's work?
? It's a good thing to know; of food that will keep
'
up one's strength, for the strong can "do things" and PATRONIZE HOME INDUSTRIES
arromolish work in this world; while the weak must
stand aside. f
YOU CAN NOW SECURE
CRYTAL CREAMERY BUTTER
rapeNuts AT ALL LOCAL
FOOD
made of whole wheat and barley, supplies true
nourishment to Brain and Body; is scientificaly baked;
is easily digested and promptly absorbed; gives working
and thinking energy for all day. (
This butter is made in Las Vegas, by Las Vegas people and
from Las Vegas Cream
GUARANTEED ABSOLUTELY PURE AND FRESH
Mstde in the lightest, most sanitary plant with the most mo-
dern machinery procurable,
HANLFACTUREO BY v
CRYSTAL CREAMERY CO.
"There's a
Postum Cereal Co.. Ltd.,
'...
.
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HORRIBLE EXAMPLE TOE LODBY RESTAURANT AND CAFESOME OLD TIME PREACHERS 1ETH00 OF SAVING MOISTURE tTIIE optic! HOR1 JRDI AND r6ULAH OINNIMIn Pioneer Days In Missouri Every Di Much Can Be Gleaned From Farmers HANDLELBEST GOODS - OBTAINABLE ALWAYSTHEBUSINESS , .
..DIRECTORY
vine Carried a Gun With Him
to Church.
Nearly every pioneer preacher In
Who Raise Profitable Crops
With, Small Rainfall.
There Is much that can be learned SOCIETY DIRECTORYfrom the methods of the dry landfarmers who raise profitable grain
2 1crops In regions with less than 13Inches of rainfall. If the practices
Missouri was as expert In the use of
the rifle as any of the laymen, says a
writer in the Globe-Demoor- Serv-
ices were usually held In a neigh-
bor's cabin. Notice of a "meeting"
was promptly and generally circu-
lated, and the settlers attended, uni-
formly brlnKlng their rifles to guard
CHAPMAN LOOC3E NO C. A. F. A
tftfW
t D0H4.D0 LODGE NO. 1,
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meet
vry Monday ar
f1 ,' a..." in Castle Hall.
which they follow to conserve the
moisture for crops were followed
more closely by farmers everywhere ACt'l TR A L il 0,1
E L
VJmSSJl. FLINT, Prop
,' Cor. Grand and Douglas Ave.
ast Las Vegas, IN. M.
COLUMN5
A M Kegui&r
first and
third Jhursday in aaaa
month. Visiting broth-
ers cordially invtted.
bigger and better crops could be
grown.against possible surprises or to ob-
tain game on the way to or from the
lervlce.
wrdiailr invited.Tbe land Is plowed deep to get a
N. O. Herman, W. If.; . K, wurraj.good bed of mellow soil which willhold the moisture. It Is then packedThe practice of carrying firearms Secretary.was not abandoned or suspended even
?r;is'Cnai. E. Uebsca
y j J'VS "tiler. Chancellori uinmaader. Harry
:Ui.'iu. Keeper2
v iti-.ir- and 8i.
on fhe Sabbath. An old pioneer states
that on one occasion religious serv-
ices were held In Saline county when LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,
NO. 2,
to make it Arm, which bolds the
moisture, and tbe surface is harrowed
within a few bours to let the air Into
the top soil and form a surface mulch
of dry soli which prevents the mois-
ture from below going up Into the air.
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER-
TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a Una.
No ad to occupy less space than two
line. All advert I e ment charged
will be booked at space actually set,
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advance preferred.
the preacher proclaimed the gospel of
peace with his hand and his clothing
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR RI- -
ular oaclava sec Twee- -
day in each month at MaThe thoroughness with which these 'My husband has gained six pounds
LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL Propitor
416 Grand Ave
Phone Main 447
Battery Charging Station
Automobiles for Hire
;overed with blood from a deer tnat
be had killed and butchered on his
way to the meeting that morning.
sonic Temple at 7:0 p. m. -operations are done determine large-
ly the size of the crop. On most
since he began eating tbe breakfast
food you recommended." Boucher. & O.; Chaa. Taaame, R
B. P. O. ELKS Meets, eereiid and
fourth Tut-nda- evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
brothers are cordiat'.y Invited. P.
D. McEIroy. Exalted tluW. D. W.
Condon, Secretary..
The pioneer preachers labored with- - farms east of the semi-alri- d region 'Merciful heavens! Why didn't you cordar.jut money and without price. They the roller may take tbe place of the
packer If It is used with
discretion.
let me know before T I've been eating
the stuff regularly myself for the past
two weeks." LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. , ROYAL
(alned their subsistence as did their
neighbors, by the rifle and by their
tally toil In the clearings and the The roller Is particularly valuable ARCH MASONS Regular eonvoca--IVr ATTOKXKVto use after plow In late summer INCONSISTENTorn fields.Rev. Justinian Williams, Methodist, and early fall when the ground Is
dry. It should be well weighted and
tiom ftrtt Monday In aaca
moatk at Ifaaonie Tem-
ple, at 7:19 p. m. M. R
Williams, H. P.; T. a
Blood. Secretary.
HUNKER A HUNKER
Oeo. H. Hunker Chester A Huate
Attorneys at Law.
Las Vegaa. - New Mrv
follow the plow closely. But used
when the ground Is wet It will do
more harm than good. '
ind Rev. Peyton Nowlln and Rev.
rhomas Kinney, Baptists, were the
Irst preachers in Saline county. They
preached on Edmonson's Creek, and
In the Big Bottom. "Old Man Now-
lln," as he was called, was a sedate
fr.Go over the ground after the roller
the same half day with Acme or RANSFORD CHAPTER NO, t, O. E.OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN f. PHYSICIANSgentleman, dry as to manners and ser SB
A. II. Lorenzen
Carriage Manufacturer
'General Blacksmithingy
Carriage Painting
DEALER IN
Heavy Hardware andjQ
Wsgon Material
mons, but with a kind heart and good
Intention. v)anted
8 Jl ta trat aad third Fridays in
Haaoala Teaaple. Mrs. T. & Bow en.
Worthy Matron; Jamta O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Trips,
Secretary. Paona Mala S2. 120
Grand avenue.
His colleague, Kinney, however, was
smoothing barrow and barrow again
after each rain before tbe seed is
sown. If the ground Is plowed eight
to ten Inches deep and well pulverized
the moisture will work up from the
subsoil, but the surface mulch will
keep It from evaporating and
'
a fine,
moist seedbed will result
it a Jovial disposition and very pop
DR. H. W. HOUF
Residence 1016 Fifth St
Office 5064 Grand Avenue
Phones Res. Main 293. Office Main 46
Office hours 10 to 12 m.; 2 to 4 p. m.
ular. He was without literary at WANTED Dining room girl. 403
tainments, but invariably provoked his Railroad avenue.
songregatlon to laughter. Nowlln
took him to task upon one occasion Soil moisture moves quickly up FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.WANTED Position as bookkeepedand down but slowly sideways. It DENTISTStor his levity. Kinney answered: by lady of eight years' experience,
"Well, I'd rather preach to laughing Address 315 Eighth street Tele
quickly evaporates..lf there Is nothing
on top to prevent It If the surface
Is stirred frequently It breaks up the
myriads of tubes through which the
devils than to sleepy ones, as you do,
101 Meets every Monday eight' at
O. R. C HalL on Douglas avenue, at
o'clock, Visiting members are
cordially welcome. B. EL Oahrlng,
phone Main 419.CLAY AND HAVENS You make them sleep and I makethem laugh. My congregation will moisture rises from below and goes president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
DR. CLIFFORD PLEW, DENTIST
Successor to
Dr.. E L. Hammond
Office 1 Crockett Building.
Phone Main 115 -
Residence Phone Olive 5482.
WANTED Furnished House keepingoff Into the air.pass yours on the road to heaven,bet you a coon skin they will." C. H. Bally, trees srer.Livery, Feed and Sales Stables. The dry land farmers find tbat it rooms, close In, by permanent par
pays them to harrow their grain In the ties; no children. Rent In advance.Good Rigs & Prompt Service spring, not only to destroy the weeds. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICAddress P. O. Box 494. City.MRS. SMITH HAD A SURPLUS
1202 National Ave Phone Main 71 but to establish a new soil mulch,Other farmers would find even great-
er profit In using the harrow or cultiUndeniable Fact That Made Her Ad WANTED Every lady and child to LOCAL TIME CAED
The Preacher Then you don't thin
I practice what I preach, ehT
Deacon Hayrick No, stree, I don't
You've been preaching on ther sub-
ject of resignation fer two years, and
yer ain't resigned ylt
SERIOUS OBJECTION
take a look at the bargains in ourvator in their orchards and cultivatedmit Stranger Might Be RightIn Her Claim.
Meet in tha forest of brother-lov-
at Woodmen of tha Wor
hall, on tha second and fourth F?
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Cli
Consul; O. Laemml6, Clerk. Vlr
tng neighbors are especially w
come and cordially invited.
crops after each rain all through the linen sale. 5, 10 and 25 Cent Store, EAST BOUNDseason.
A woman who may be called Mrs. WANTED A cook. Apply to Mrs.
JOHN N. KINNEY
; ACCOUNTANT AND AUDITOR
Arrive
No. X.... :10 P- - m-- :I V- - mQUALITIES OF HONEY LOCUST Cecelio Rosenwald, 1054 Seventh
Smith placed her umbrella against the
counter, at which she was making
some purchases In a department store Nn
4 ... 11:05 d m li:io p. avstreet
Drought Resisting Tree May Well Be 1:25
a.
2:10 a.the other day, and when she finished
1:15 a. m..
1:45 p. m..
8..
10..
No.
No.Sixth and Douglas. Phone Main 40, picked it up and started away. At WANTED Agents. SingerGrown on Moet Fsrms In theNorthwestern States. Sewingleast that was the way it ran through Machine Co., 608 Douglas.her mind. '
J. E. R08ENWALD LODGE NO. 641
I. O. of B. B. Meets every fire)
Tuesday of the month In tha veatiy
rooms of Temple Montefiore at t
o'clock p. m. Yisiting brothers are
cordially tnvlted Isaac AppeL
President; Charles Greenclay,
Tbe honey locust Is a most beautiful"Pardon me," said a strange woi PETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
WANTED Porter at Hotel La Penman, "but you have my umbrella."
WEST BOUND
No. 1 1:20 P-- m 1:45 P--
No. 8 6:W a. m 6:15 p.
No. 7 4:40 p. m. 4:60 p.
No. 6:35 p. m.. - . a.
tree and one tbat might well be grown
to some extent upon most farms. It
belongs to the legume family or pod
sion.
"Oh, no," said Mrs. Smith, "that IsHardwood Finishing. Paper Hanging my umbrella."
producers and has a beautiful com"Pardon me again," insisted the For Salei and Glazing.Estimate Cheerfully Given. pound leaf. It grows very large andstrange woman, "but It Is mine."
ffMt Side Plaaa .... Old Town "I guess I know my umbrella,"-sai-
Mrs. Smith, beginning to show fight
has sharp thorns on both the branches
and trunk of the tree, says a writer In
the Dakota Farmer. When closely set
uk SAm-- tf lne bay colt, 3 years
old, runabout and harness. 301"If you have lost your umbrella I am In the form of a hedge, it makessorry, but 1 can't give you mine. Railroad avenue.
"Did you carry two umbrellas when
"
H. C. YOUNG
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
most formidable barrier against any
kind of stock. The Colorado station
In a recent bulletin recommends tbe
honey locust as the most drought re
you left home?" asked the stranger, FOR SALE Ten large work maresThen Mrs. Smith discovered that
she had an umbrella in each hand and Apply 620 Grand avenue.Lock and Gunsmith Bicycle and
she surrendered. Cleveland Press.'
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC
.NO. 804. Meets second and foar
Thursday In O. R. C. ball. Pion
building. Visiting members are c
d tally Invled. Peter Emenaker, G.
K., Richard Devine, F. S.
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
1. Meets every Monday evening :
their ba'l on Sixth street. All visit
lng brethren cordially Invited to at
tend. J . D. Frldenstina, N. G.;
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer
C T. Hedgoock, cemetery trustee.
General Repairing FOR SALE Underwood typewriter
and motorcycle. Inquire Bacharach
Brothers.
520-6t- h Street E. Las Vegas On Safe Ground.
Mrs. Wilson Ain't you proud sinesWhenever, on one of his rare holi
There is more Catarrh la this sec-
tion of the country than all other dis-
eases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to be incur-
able. For a great many years doc-
tors pronounced it a local disease and
prescribed local remedies, and by
constantly falling to cure with local
treatment, pronounced It incurable.
Science has proven Catarrh to be a
constitutional disease, and therefore
requires constitutional treatment
Hall's Cattarrh Cure, manufactured
by F. Jj, Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio,
is the only Constltutlonr 1 cure on the
market. It is taken internally in
doses from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
It acts directly on the blood and mu-
cous surfaces of the system. They
offer one hundred dollars for any
case It falls to cure. Send for cir-
culars and testimonials.
Address: F. J. Cheney & Co., To-
ledo, O.
Sold by druggists, 75c.
Take Halt's Family Pills for
your daughters engaged to inaidays, Captain Goldby went to the city French noblemanThe took some young relative with him Mrs. Bllson No: I can't pronouncs For Rent'as a special treat. On one such occa his name.sion he told his seventeen-year-ol- d
sistant of any species of deciduous
trees. When this is taken into con-
sideration, it will be seen that this
tree deserves a much larger use in the
northwest. It does not sucker as
does its closely related species, the
black, or yellow locust, and Is not
nearly as subject to the attack of the
locust borer. The writer haB in mind
a specimen of the honey locust Jn Jer-
auld, county, South Dakota, which Is
one of the handsomest trees he hal
ever seen In the Dakotas. It Is about
twenty-fiv- e feet high, very spreading,
and has proven a rapid grower. North-
western nurserymen highly recom-
mend this tree and offer seedlings and
young trees at low-pric- and the Da-
kota Farmer would urge a larger trial
of this beautiful tree In Its territory.
FOR RENT Front room on firstgrandson, whom he had with him, that
they would "dine at a real rest-ran- t.
Automobile.'Carriajje &
PAiNTiNG
N. 0. IIERMAN
429 Qrand Ave
SISTERLY COMPLIMENT
and get a taste of fancy cooking." floor, with bath, on car line. Ap-
ply 509 Sixth streetWhen they were at last seated In
the great dining room, the grandson
waited impatiently while the captain
read the bill of fare completely through
1 $T. ; :' FOR RENT Nine furnished rooms F. O. E. Meets first and third Tueoday evenings each month, at Woodman hall. Visiting Brothers cotdlally Invited to attend. A. MAdler, President; E. C. Ward, Se
retary.
over the 5, 10 and 25c Store. See
Charles Rosenthal.without omitting a single article,
whether domestic or foreign in title.
At last he sighed, and handed thePLAZA HOTEL FOR RENT Three new rooms furcard across ttie table to the boy,
"You choose what you like, sonny,' nished for light housekeeping. 921
Lincoln.he said, with a sigh. "As for me,
reckon as I've already eat more herrln'
FURNISHED room witb bath, ill
Tenth street, four blocks from de
than any other man livln', I might as
well stow away a little more. It's
al'lays agreed with me, so far."
Youth's Companion.
U NEWLY RESIODKLED
Private Baths and Lavatories
Steam Heat Private Telephones
Rates $2.50 per day and up
AMERICAN PLAN
Special Kates by Week or Month
pot 1
RETAIL PRICES
tfm lbs. or More, Each Delivery ZOc per 1 St Is.
1SS Iba. to tOOS Iba, Eaeh Delivery I5o per 1M Isa.
2SS Ibe. te 1,00 Iba Eaot. DeBvery 80s per 1fS lb.
5 lb, te 20t lb Eaeh Delivery 40o pr Its Is.
Lsae Than 6 lb. Each Delivery 6e per 10t lb.
AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
' and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
FOR RENT Fine suite of furnished
housekeeping rooms, electric lights,
and bath,' also single rooms excellent
location, 918 Eighth street
Another Triumph of 8urgery.
Two visiting surgeons at the Mas-
sachusetts General hospital, a few
days ago "tied off" the entire right
An Increasing number of people reBEE
No animal that gets only feed
enough to support life can make a
gain or profit.
Corn fodder that is dry and dusty
will be Improved a little by sprinkling
In the mangers.
Fanchette It Is hard to tell a wom-
an's age by her look;.
Ceclle I should hope sol Why, you
look like sixty!
port regularly of the satisfactory re-- l
suits from taking Foley Kidney Pills
and commend their healing and cura
lung of a patient at the institution.
Although the operation was an ad-
vanced one, tbe surgeons said that the
anesthetic was administered accord-
ing to a new method and it was their
belief that the patient would recover.
The difficulty heretofore, when ether
had been given In the normal way,
had been that the patient regained
consciousness before the operation
tive qualities. Foley Kidney Pills
The man who can double the pro are a careiuny preparea meaicine,POINT OVERLOOKEDductiveness of his farm more thanMl. guaranteed to contain no harmtui orhabit forming drugs. Thej. can have
only a beneficial effect when .'sed fortv
J UVAWV doubles Its value.
Provided your cow is a good one,
the more she Is fed along right lines,
ANT Ads
Are Best '
Market Finders
the more she will give.
kidney and bladder troubles, for
backache, rheumatism, weak back
or lumbago. O. G. Shaefer, Red Cross
Drug Store.
Haphazard methods of breeding
was concluded. In this instance the
Incision was made In the patient's
back. The surgeons said that tha
method was so new that It was yet
impossible to say whether a tubercu-
lous lung could be taken out in the
same way.
never pay with dairy cattle. The best
herd bull is none too good.
One of the chief reasons for butter
becoming rancid at an early age Is
the fact that It Is not washed thor- -
During the summer months moth-
ers of young children should watch
for any unnatural looseness of the
bowels. When given prompt attention
at this time serious trouble may be
anichlv.
The bigger the ears of corn whenThe sun is mighty hot,
but our Ice
Is cooling. You will not notice the they are put In the silo, the bigger
the milk flow will be when the silage
avoided. Chamberlains Colic, Chol-
era and Diarrhoea Remedy can alheat so much if you have plenty of
cur pure Ice in the house. Remember,
our lee Is free from germs, made
Is fed. ways be depended upon. For sale by
all dealers.The milk utensils must be free
Classified ads. search out the people to whom amonf al
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell isWORTH MOST to some-on- e
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of jcjx property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read bf all possible buysrs of apossible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of th.best markets!
Great Sea Monster.
While one of the gardeners in
Broomhall gardens was digging a
trench recently, says tbe London
Globe, he came upon an ancient sand
bed. On further excavations being
made for the purpose of securing sand
for gardening purposes, a huge bone
was discovered. The bone is believed
to be one of the vertebrae of a whale
or other great sea monster. If that
be so, the waters of the Firth of Forth
must have extended at least a quarter
of a mile farther inland at some very
remote period. The osseous find was
from pure distilled water, the latest
sanitary methods are. employed and
all deliveries are promptly made. Or--d- er
today.
George L. Higbie, Manton, Mich.,
used Foley Kidney Pills for kidne
and bladder trouble. He says: "1
find for my case no other medicine
from seams and cracks. It is impos-
sible to keep them clean If this Is not
the case.
Before warm weather comes prepare
a cool place for the milk and cream.
Make the milk and cream room cool,
sweet and clean.
One advantage of succulent feed Is
the fact that It not only provides the
cow with more moisture, but at the
same time Is more appetizing.
equals Foley Kidney pills for bene
ficial effect" They are a safe andDaughter No use talking, father; I
reliable medicine for kidney troubleshall marry whom I please.
and rheumatism. Contain no harmful
Dysentery Is always serious anil of-
ten a dangerous disease, but it can be
cured. Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy has cured It
even when malignant and epidemic.
For sale by all dealers
Father Yes; but most men are harddeposited in Lord Elgin's museum at drugs. O. G. Shaefer, Red Crossto please.BroomhalL Drug Store.
LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY, JULY 9, 1912.
Inappreciable so far as the appear-
ance of the cataract goes, lessens tha
enormous pressure at the spex and
reduce- - wear at the middle of the
beautiful horseshoe curve.
Fortunately, diversion of water can-
not be carried to excess. Rigid lim-
its have been set by the lately nego
EXPERTS PLAN 10
RESCUE THE
FALLS
NEW YORK 15 TO
HAVE PECULIAR
-
SIDEWALK
can lie sold is attractive and, in
many casts, nececsary. But 1 main-
tain that tLe manufacturer whose
pure dye product has to compete In
price with adulterated silks should
receive the benefit of legislation re-
quiring both the manufacturer of the
latter goods and the retailer to sell
them as such. The adulteration re-
ferred to Is accomplished by soaking
the fabric In a solution containing tin
or lead. These metals are absorbed
among the moderate priced restau
rants there are few failures. Katlng
places that are far from satisfactory
continue to do business year after
year with no Improvement lu service
or viands. Failures seem to be con-
fined to pretentious places where a
large amount of capital Is Invested
and trade sought among the wealthy.
The "beanery," "quick lunch" and
moderate priced restaurants continue
to multiply and flourish with no spe-
cial
.effort beyond keeping the front
door open and, after a fashion,
the pangs of hunger.
Detectives Down to Fak Tables.
To the popular pastime of "put-ting-(
up a front" has been added 9
variation which for a brief period en-
gaged the earnest attention of the
sleuths employed by one of the large
steamship companies to oversee the
sailing of their boats. Shortly after
the arrival of a boat from Bermuda
at the company's pier there appear-
ed a flashily dresBed young man who
aroused suspicion by his Insistence
upon pass(ng the custom's lure to
greet an old friend. Being finally al-
lowed to go on board the man Imme-
diately sought the steward with
whom he entered Into earnest conver-
sation. The watchful detective noted
that something was hurriedly handed
to the steward who then disapeared.
As the sleuths were about to take
action the steward appeared with two
large Bermuda baggage'labels which
he handed to the suspicious stranger.
The latter trailed by the detectives,
returned at once to the pier and with
every evidence of completed satisfac-
tion pasted the labels upon his grip.
It was suggested by the witnesses of
the episode that he had to "make
good" as having been to Bermuda
when for reasons unknown he haf1
not actually made the trip and tool
the unique method of appearing to
have done so.
i ii iiue will add cue more to
the many metropolitan ways of over-
coming distance.
Receiver Have Soft Job.
How profitable the business of act-
ing as receiver fur big corporation
has become was gtriklnttly lllustrat.
ed this week when the courts finally
wound up Uie affairs of a building
and loan association that went In o
bankruptcy ten yearsago. The com-
pany had a great number of small
stockholders. Many of these have
died or have been lost sight of In the
long period that has elapsed since
the crash of the company. Those who
have survived the successive delays,
however, will receive between twenty
and twenty-fiv- e cents on each dollar
of their investment, the total amount
left to them out of $2,600,000 being
about $600,000. On the other hand
the receivers and attorneys who have
devoted their attention more or les
intermittently to closing up the busi-
ness of the defunct company are
drawing over $400,000 for their ser-
vices and expenses. The 12,000 In-
vestors In the company, most of
whom were clerks, teachers and oth-
ers of small means, put an average
of about $200 each Into the company.
Of this more than half was dissipat-
ed by mismanagement while of t.'e
remainder the stockholders will re-
ceive between $40 and $50 but of their
original Investment while th receiv-
ers and their attorneys will take ?32
While this rS a particularly flagrant
case and has aroused much attention
on account of the size of the fees al-
lowed, there have been many others
In which the stockholders have fared
even worse. Under the system pre-
vailing the receivers are appointed
by the Judges and Tammany politi-
cians or lawyers identified with poli-
tics usually come in for the big
plums. A movement has been start-
ed for doing away with this abuse
and it Is receiving the support of the
better element of the bar and of the
entire business community.
Want Pure Silks.
A rather unusual warning is now
being sounded here In the form of a
protest against adulterated silks.
44-- s 1
Every woman's heart responds to
j the charm and sweetness of a baby's
voice, because nature Intended her for
motherhood. But even the loving
nature of a mother shrinks from the
ordeal because such a time is usually
a period of suffering and danger.
Women who use Mother's Friend are
i saved much discomfort and suffering,
and their systems, being thoroughly
(prepared by this great remedy, are
jln a healthy condition to meet the
time with the least possible suffering
land danger. Mother's Friend is
recommended only for the relief and
comfort of expectant mothers; it is in
no sense a remedy for various ills,
but its many years of success, and
the thousands of endorsements re-
ceived from women who have used it
are a guarantee of the benefit to be
derived from its use. This remedy
does not accomplish wonders hut sim-
ply assists nature to perfect its work.
Mother's Friend allays nausea, pre-
vents caking of
the breasts, and Ti Til fttfS
In every way Y "
contributes to fc 4WttfflO
strong, healthy
motherhood. Mother's Friend is sold
at drug stores. Write for our free
book for expectant mothers.
BRADFDOD REGULATOR CO.. AdinU, C.
Adulterated foods have of course been
known for many years, but few per-
sons have realized the extent to
which the adulteration of our eilk
goods has been carried. Local den'.-er- s
assert that the Industry is ser-
iously threatened by the present lack
of legislative measures to compel
adulterated silk to be labeled and sold
as such. Undoubtedly all women will
agree with the point of view of one
of the city's largest manufacturers,
The most serious part of the whole
matter, he states, ' Is not the actual
adulteration of the silk, but the sell
lng of it to the average consumer as
a pure silk fabric. Adulteration will
probably go on Indefinitely. There
always has been and probably always
will be a class of consumers to whom
the low price at which weighted Bilks
i
.
by the cloth, thus greatly increasing
Its weight.
Big Profit In Restaurant.
That, the visitor In New York seek-
ing the freely offered sure thing
might profitably Inquire into the
city's restaurant business seems to
be borne out by recently published
statistics which show that at present
but 7,000 restaurants share the enor-
mous sum of $650,000,000 spent for
meals each year, an average, for each
place of about $92,8o(. The invest-
ment represented by the 7,000 res-
taurants is $250,000,000. Some time
between 12 and 3 each working day
lunch is served to 1,500,000 persons.
Breakfasts to the number of 600,000
are eaten In restaurants every morn-
ing, about 1,000,000 dinners are serv-
ed and In the closing hours of the
day some 600,000 suppers are requir-
ed. According to these figures
meals every 24 hours are
certain of a "market" which is so
constant as to make the demand a
mathematical certainty. The restau.
rants supplying this demand range
from the poorest lunch rooms purvey
ing a variety of dishes at from one
to five cents up to lobster palaces
where a meal costs ten dollars. The
"quick lunch" places and ,moderate
priced restaurants predominate. In
the former the average price of. a
meal is 25 cents and in the latter
from 25 cents for breakfast to 50
cents for dinner. Grouping all sorts
of restaurants together the average
cost per mea lis. something more than
half a dollar or about $1,800,000 per
day. Visible ' evidence abundantly
bears out the contention that the res
taurant business Is a sure thing since
A NOTCH IS FORMING
IN HORSESHOE SECTION OF
NIAGARA
Buffalo, N. Y.. July 9. Withdrawal
of water from the Niagara river, for
the purpose of generating electrical
power, is preserving rather than in-
juring Niagara Falls, according to a
committee report presented at the re
cent meeting of the National Electric
Light association at Seattle.
The explanation is that the enorm
ous flood has slowly worn away the
ledges, until within recent years a
spot of soft limestone has been reach-
ed, almost in the center of the Horse
shoe cataract. A notch has
been guttered out, which is eating Its
way back into the rock at the rate oiT
five feet a year.
The suction caused by this receding
channel is Injuring the beauty of the
cataract by drawing water away from
the sides and concentrating it mid-
stream, and fear is expressed that the
Horseshoe falls will eventually con-
tract into a narrow whirlpool rapids.
In 1308 Major Keller, in charge of
the surrey of Niagara made by the
war department, suggested that fur-
ther injury might he prevented hy
constructing a submerged dam in the
river Just back of the danger point
This would deflect the current toward
the sides, thus saving erosion at the
notch and at the same time improv
lng the appearance of the falls near
shore.
The work was declared to he feasi
ble, but owing to the expense) involv
ed no steps have been taken so far
to carry it out. Meanwhile, according
to the authority quoted, the withdraw
al of a fraction of the stream above
the falls for power purposes, although
'f M
IE JOBS
WOKWO InOHNSON
WILL BE LOCATED UNDER THE
GROUND AND WILL HANDLE
MILLION PtOPLE A DAY.
New York, July 9. A. new form of
transit, not attempted hitherto in any
part of the world, is to be Introduced
in New York as soon, as the actual
work of construction can be complet-
ed. This was made certain by the
action of the public service commis-
sion this week authorizing the build-
ing of an underground moving side-
walk to extend across Manhattan un-
derneath Thirty-fourt- h street which
has become so congested at the im-
portant crossings as to make the pro-
gress of pedestrians difficult and at
certain hours of the day almost im-
possible. The new system which la to
nave its first practical use here con-
sists of a aeries of continuous plat-
forms placed side by side but moving
at different rates of speed which are
bo graduated that passengers can
pass from one platform to another
without inconvenience. Seats will be
provided for those who wish to use
them, but it Is expected that the new
transportation line will be used very
largely by persons' who 'are going
only a block or two and who will
prefer to stand. It is claimed that
for short distances this is the most
rapid system of transportation pos-
sible to devise as the vehicle itself
never stops while passengers may get
on or alight at any point It Is said
that the new road will easily be able
to handle a million passengers a day.
New York already possesses a great-
er variety of transportation methods
than any other city in the world rang-
ing from the horse car
to monorail railways and moving
stairways and the addition of this
V The
wish
Til
ceo
tiated Canadian-America- n waterways
treaty, so that, execpt for the ef-
fects of nature itself, the grandeur
of Niagara, Is safeguarded for the
future.
NOTICE
Lar Vegas, N. M., July 3, 1912.
To the Teachers of San Miguel Coun
ty:
The San Miguel county institute"
will begin on Monday morning the
5th day of August, and continue for
four weeks. All teachers desiring to
teach the coming year in any of the
public schools of San Miguel county,
must attend the institute, to qualify
under the law. San Miguel county
will need SO more teachers this year
than last
The Institute fee will be two dol
lars, payable before being enrolled.
AH teachers are urged to attend the
full four weeks. The institute will be
he held In the south school building of
Las Vegas.
M. P. DESMARAIS,
County School Superintendent
Summer colds are herd to get rid
of, and frequently lead to asthma.
hpnnchiti. and hav fever. IW not let
your cold get a hold on you, hut use
Foley's Honey ana Tar compound
for quick relief. W. H. Allen, Chel-
sea, Wis., says: "We prefer Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound to other
cough medicines because it quickly
cures-- coughs and colds. It will war
off a cold If taken in time." Con-
tains no opiates. O. G. Shaefer, Red
Cross Drug Store.
N. J. Gorham, cashier bank of
Woodvllle, Woodvllle, Ga, had a very
severe attack of kidney trouble and
the pains In bis kidneys and bach:
were terrible. "I got a bottle of Fol-
ey Kidney Pills from our druggist
and they entirely relieved me. I have
more benefit from them than any oth-
er medicine.'' o. Q. Bchaefer, Red
Cross Drug Store.
I ... N
J
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JULY 4 ON A DECISION.o
Optic's job department has won the favorable desision of all persons who
first class work. Everything from hand bills to books printed.
Buy, it now. Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy is al
most certain to be needed before the
summer is over. Buy it now and he
prepared for such an emergency. For
sale by all dealers.
THE
I f
4,
RES i llSEE
Optic PuMfsMinig ompaie
fPHA 7?7I wcumm.v
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WE HAVE A SUPPLY OF LOCAL NEWS GOING FISHING? UNDERWEA
Regular dance at the armoryn n We have a fine and well assorted line of poles very reason-
ably priced. We are flad to show goods whether you wish to
buy or not.
LUDWIG Wm. ILFELD
BRIDGE STREET
Try a drum of Old Taylor bourbon
at tn Opera Bar.
See window diiplay ot Dew mid-
summer felts. Strut'.
Flnch'i Golden Wedding Rje. ated
in the wood. Direct from dlitillerr
to 70a. At the Lobby, of coarse.Li Our entire line ot summer millinery
One-Ha- lf oft 8 trass'. NEW CREAUEBY WILL
KEEP "OPEN HOUSE"
Mrs. M. A. Van Houten of Shoe-
maker, who lias been ill at the Beck
We carry a com-
plete line of sum-
mer underwear'
both in Union and
Two Piece Suits
in Short Sleeves
and Short Drawers
and Short or Long:
Sleevet with re-
gular length Draw-
ers in all styles.
Balbriggans in Re-
gular Knit, Porus
Knit, B. V. D.
Etc., in White,
Cream and Colore.
er hospital for several weeks, Is re
For sale or exchange Good piece
of business property on best street
In Las Vegas. Cheap for cash or will
take ; Kansas City property in ex
ported on the way to recovery.
WHICH WE OFFER AT
4 Pounds For 25c
AT THE STOREOF
IRE DAglS
THE CASH GROCER.
Address E. L. V. P. O. Boxchange.
33.
Try New-Lif- e vibrator, free demon-tratlon- s
at the electric light office.
Cures rheumatism, paralysis and all
t
P.
0
O
0
f
c
8
4
i If
nervous diseases. 'A trial treatment
convinces. . ,
LAS VEGANS ARE INVITED TO BE
PRESENT AND ENJOY DISH
OF ICE CREAM.'
"Open house" to the general pub-
lic will be toe order of business at
the plant of the Crystal Creamery
and Perfection Ice Cream company
tomorrow between the hours of 8 a.
m. and 1 o'clock. Several test runs
of the plant have been made, but to-
morrow will mark the real opening of
ELKS WILL MEET IN
NEW HOME TONIGHTFor sale or exchange Good piece
of business property on best street
in Las Vegas. Cheap for cash or will
take Kansas City property in ex-
change. Address E. L. V. P. O. Box
38.
LAS VEGAS LODGE EXPECTS
LARGE TURNOUT OF ITS
MEMBERSHIP the plant, and the management ot the We ar agents for the
; White Cat , Brand Closed Crotch
Union Suits.company has extended a cordial invi-
tation to the public to visit the plant
tomorrow between the hours mention.
The dance to be given Thursday
evening In the O. R. C. hall by the
Catholic ladles promises to be well
attended. It is the first Informal
dance to be given since the Fourth of
July and many people are planning to
be present.
M. GREENBERGERCRY ST A
The regular monthly meeting of Las
Vega lodge No. 408 B. P. O. Elks
will be held this evening In the new
club house on Douglas avenue. This
is the first meeting in the lodges'
handsome new quarters, and it will be
needless to urge all members to be
present The new home has been
completely furnished and though the
CREAMERY The board of county commissioners
adjourned yesterday afternoon to
meet again this month subject to the
call of the chairman. At Ihe ad-
journed meeting the commissioners
will take up consideration of the new
tax levy.
BUTT BR.-
Pure and Clean
formal opening will not be held' until,
the latter part of July, everything is
In readiness for a meeting tonight
The interior of the building was
beautiful before being furnished, but,
with the harmony of draperies and
fittings, the new home presents . an
apearance fit for a king No expense
was spared In furnishing the quarters,
and certainly there are no structures
in the southwest that will compare
with it Light fixtures, pool room!
fixtures and bowling alleys are in
ed. All machinery for-th- manufac-
ture of creamery butter and ice
cream is in place and every part of
the new plant will be seen In opera-
tion tomorrow.
Samples of the product of the
creamery will be presented to the
visitors and Ice cream, fresh from the
freezers, will be served. This will be
done to show the. people of Las Ve-
gas the high grade of butter and
cream turned out by the new indus-
trial plant of the Meadow City. The
plant is a modern one In every de-
tail, and cleanliness reigns supreme.
The plant Is located in the Crystal
Ice plant, at the foot of Lincoln ave-
nue. The cream used is the richest
obtainable, coming from . fine dairy
stock recently purchased by the com-
pany, and placed in the hands of ex-
perienced farmers and dairymen.
The ice cream Is made from pure
cream, and is said to be as fine as
that mother used to make.
The butter is equal ' to or better
than the product , shipped in and no
doubt the demand for it will be
great. Already many of the grocers
of the city have placed orders for the
product of the creamery, and it will
soon be on sale in all of the local
Btores.
If "A Citizen", who sent a commun-
ication to The Optic, will call at this
office and leave his name The "Optic
will be glad to publish It It Is not
customary to publish statements
when the authors' names are not
known, although the articles may be
published under certain conditions
when without signatures.
Chnrned from selected separator cream received daily direct
from the farms, manufactured under., the, latest scientific me-
thods. Also this butter is a HOME . PRODUCT produced by
our Las Vegas Crystal Ice & Creamery Company.
Let your next pound of BUTTER be the CRYSTAL.
w4o jSttS
I
DUST I
place, and the lodge room and other
parts of the building are in readiness
for the initial meeting. .
A committee is now at work 01
plans for the formal opening of the
home, and will make a definite re
port at the meeting tonightJ. H. STEARNS
PUR.E THINGS TO EAT
Tomorrow's game between the B
and Dawson is expected to be
a good one. Tommy Lochard will
pitch, for the .locals and either Car-
ver r Rube Weeks for tjhe visitors.
Carver is the pitcher who was work-
ing so well here in the Colorado
Springs series when he suffered a
broken thumb.
i
C Q M L H fJ OOO
For Baautifyinf
Chair, Tablet
Picturm Frame
Chandelier ""'
Sewing Machine .: ,i
Piano u i
Hardwood Floor
Silver and Plated War
Etc., Etc., Eta,
Upstairs and downstairs, in bedroom, sewing
room, den, parlor, dining room and kitchen, there's
a big daily use for LIQUID VENEER. Simply
moisten an ordinary cheesecloth duster and dust
with it that's all. Makes the furniture cheerful
by removing dust, dirt, finger marks, stains and
.scratches and by restoring the original factory fin-
ish, all in the on timple dusting operation.
" , Unequalled for putting a tone on the outside of
any piano, and for making and keeping hardwood
floors just like new.
FARMERS WANT HELP
. Kansas City, July 9. "Send help!"
This is the word received from many
sections of Kansas Vhere wheat is
ready to be harvested and the neces-
sary hands cannot be employed. Mes-
sages received today say Pawnee
county must have three thousand men
Immediately and the free employment
bureau here is doing all it can to
secure the desired help. Besides Paw-
nee county, many other sections of
Kansas have asked that harvest
hands 'be rushed there. Already 1,200
Mrs. M. C. Gilbert, traveling repre-
sentative of the New Life Vibrator
Manufacturing company of Denver, Is
In Las Vegas and will give demonstra-
tions of the electrical appliance in
the window of the officii of the Las
Vegas Light and Power company.
Mrs. Gilbert's demonstrations will
continue two weeks.
SUGARITE NUT
LUMP
Harry Evans, aged 33 years, died
yesterday afternoon of tuberculosis
at the Las Vegas hospital. Mr. Ev-
ans came to Las Vegas three months
ago from his home In Youngstown,
0., for his health. He spent two
months camping out above Harvey's
carriage house, returning to Las Ve-
gas several weeks ago. He had been
confined in bed for some time. The
body was shipped today by the Las
Vegas Undertaking company to Ohio,
for burial. Mr. Evans is survived by
a mother and father, Mr. and Mrs.
Job Evans. Mr. Evans was a mem-
ber of the government geological
men have been sent to the fields
POPULAR HOME SIZES, 25o AND 50c
FOR SALE BI
J. C. JOHNSEN SON
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
3. tV. C O tJ D OP through the bureau here. Farmersare offering from $2 to $3 a day for
men if they will come at once.
a'
TRYPAN AD. IN. THEThe Ootlc nrtnu an the nw
HERMIT LODGE
In the midst of tall pines. The most
beautiful resort on the Scenic High-
way, excellent trout fishing,
accommodations. Running
mountain spring water, broad porch-
es, rustic swings, music The ideal
place for an outing. Table unexcelled.
MRS. 8, B. WARNER, In Charge. -
We have on hand a complete stock of
SCREEN DOORS, WINDOW SCREENS AND WIRE SCREENING
At The Most Reasonable Prices
Dollars in Wear or
Cents in Washing
Which are you saving?
A few cents added to your
laundry bill will be well spent
If you receive in return a ser-
vice so conscientious and pains-
taking that your clothes wear
four times as long. ',.
Soft water, pure soap, careful
employes such service meanB
a weekly economy on clothes
that quickly runs Into , dollars.
Why not begin this economy
this week? A phone or postal
will bring a wagon to your door
promptly.
'5OPTO WAIT COLUIS' Get our quotations before buying
las vzcna lumber go.
Isis Tonight . Isis
"While Wedding Bells Ring Out"
Isis ' 10 cents
Tonight Children 5c
Phone Main 150 Old Town
TO STOP FIGHTING'
Riverside, Calif., July 9. Petitions
to initiate , legislation prohibiting
prize fighting in the state were put in
circulation here today under the aus-
pices of the Riverside County Church
federation. ' Similar petitions will be
circulated In all the counties of the
state. '". f'1 i . "
At The Home of The Best "FORT" CANNED GOODS
1
Of Everything, Eatable
...'
;
, :) M ft '
Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Mtia 81 617 Dough Are
IT
Finest Quality Fruits and Ve.
getables From Field to , Can
The Same Day.
FRESH EVERY DAY
BAKERY GOODS
The Best in The City
Bread, Rolls,'
CcoKiosFj 8s, CaKeSi
.If.'-.'- ij''-"- . X,
-
Doughnuts,
'
Fried Cokes end
Cinnamon Rolls
BOUCHER
"The Store of Satisfaction"
P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE
SPECIAL RATES AT HARVEY'S
For parties remaining one month or
through the season. Address Harvejf's
Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros.' of-
fice 614 Lincoln avenue.
Coffee in airtight Tinspacked
automatically-n- o handling-al- l the
rich, full flavor of these finest
berries kept for you . That's Chase
& Sanborn's SEA t B R AND
Coffee-th- e finest grown.
ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED
Noted For
qualitypupity-cle:anline- ss
ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "FORT" BRAND
CELERYPLANTS
50c PER HUNDRED
PLANT NOW
507 Sixth Dl?DlV nTinT P. CHW PhonaStreet ltiMl UillUn Ok v3UH y,egas 121THE GRAAF & HAYWARDCO., SELLING AGENTS EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC-S- EEDSMEN & FLORISTS
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